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Task force looks 
at JMU diversity 
by Drew vanEsselstyn 
 senior writer  
JMU President Ronald Carrier 
recently established a special task 
force to study diversity and 
university climate in an effort to 
take a pro-active approach 
toward those issues. 
The task force consists of 
Brenda Pennell, chairwoman of 
the university's Commission on 
Community, JMU Affirmative 
Action Officer James Wadley 
and Assistant Vice President for 
Human Resources and Facilities 
Management Mark Warner. 
The task force will work with 
the university's Commission on 
Community in a study of the 
climate of the JMU community. 
A faculty representative to the 
task force will be chosen by the 
Faculty Senate. 
The charge for the task force, 
as defined in a letter from 
Carrier, is "to make certain that 
the overall climate at James 
Madison University is optimally 
conducive to the diversity which 
we desire." 
Pennell said that the 
appointment of such a task force 
is not a normal procedure but is a 
move to ensure that action is 
taken on the topic of diversity. 
"This is a special 
arrangement," she said. "My 
understanding is that the reason 
that Dr. Carrier wants to do this 
is to take a pro-active position 
about climate and diversity on 
campus. 
"We know that we can always 
do better in terms of bringing in 
minority students and minority 
faculty members in the hiring 
process," Pennell said. 
"We all know that even though 
JMU is a great place to work, we 
can always do better in terms of 
making it more comfortable for 
all different types of people," she 
said. 
Fred Hilton, director of JMU 
media relations, said that the 
"diversity which we desire" is in 
reference to a university 
community in which many 
different experiences and 
perspectives are represented. 
"In very general terms, we 
want a campus where there are 
people from a variety of different 
backgrounds,"   Hilton   said. 
"Speaking specifically about 
African-Americans, I think we 
want to increase those numbers. 
They have dropped some the last 
few years, and we want to bring 
those back up." 
He added that the university 
wants to have a campus that 
consists of people from a variety 
of cultures and backgrounds. 
There was a purpose behind 
the composition of the task force, 
according to Hilton. 
"With this grouping, number 
one, you want to have the 
affirmative action officer on 
there, and Brenda Pennell 
because of her role with the 
commission, and Dr. Warner 
because he represents the hiring 
and firing aspect of the 
university," he said. 
Hilton said that the numbers of 
representatives on the task force 
should remain small because 
their duties would be to 
coordinate the study on campus, 
and to incorporate the work of 
outside consultants. 
Carrier referred to the use of 
outside consultants in the study, 
but Pennell emphasized the 
involvement of the entire JMU 
community. 
"I would hope that every 
member of the JMU community 
would be involved in this study, 
in one way or another," Pennell 
said. 
Hilton said that outside 
consultants would include 
professional consulting groups 
that would look at various 
university issues such as 
admissions, retention of students, 
promotion and tenure. • 
Warner said that one of the 
tools the task force would utilize 
would be a climate survey. 
A climate survey would help 
the task force "to find out how 
we can do a better job," he said. 
Pennell said, "A climate 
survey would be used to find out 
how people feel about their 
working environment here at 
JMU, particularly with regards to 
women and minorities. 
The issues come up, 'Do you 
feel that your work is valued? Do 
you feel that you're a victim of 
discrimination of some sort?' 
That's the type of thing you're 
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Freshman class will increase 
by Ed Gray 
staff writer 
JMU is growing. A larger 
freshman class has been 
accepted, mainly to 
accommodate the expanding 
College of Integrated Science 
and Technology, according to 
Laura Conklin, acting director 
of admissions 
JMU received about 12,000 
applications for the 1994-95 
school year, about 400 more 
than last year, according to 
Conklin. 
The university admitted more 
than 5,000 applicants and 
expects about 2,200 of those 
accepted to attend the 
university, she said. 
"We did see an increase in 
the number of applicants as well 
as—as it seems each year—in 
the quality of the students who 
applied," Conklin said. 
"The overall enrollment over 
the next couple of years will be 
growing at the university," she 
said. "That's the commitment of 
the university, for it to grow 
slightly. Part of that is due to 
the addition of the new and 
exciting College of Integrated 
Science and Technology." 
Conklin said the number of 
applicants will continue to rise 
in the future despite a national 
decrease in the number of high 
Freshman Applicants 
Number applied 
Number accepted 
Spring 1993 'Spring 1994 
11,223   12,000 
5,285     5,000 
Number entering JMU 2,082    2,200 (projected) 
.... 
i for 1994 are approximate 
school graduates. 
"With fewer high school 
graduates, one would not expect 
a great increase in the applicant 
pool," she said. "I think it 
speaks highly of JMU that at a 
time when you have less people 
graduating from high school, 
that the numbers [of applicants] 
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are increasing. 
Conklin said the recent 
increase in the number of 
applicants does not indicate the 
university has lowered its 
admission requirements. She 
suggested that steadily rising 
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Role of part-time faculty uncertain 
by Crystal Lett 
contributing writer 
Although part-time faculty members have been 
warmly hailed by many as fully qualified, essential 
additions to every JMU department, they have a 
unique and sometimes difficult part to play in the 
university community. 
According the the 1993 Statistical Summary, 211 
of JMU's 790 instructional faculty do not receive 
benefits and will not be automatically promoted, 
although they are knowledgeable in their fields. 
John Noftsinger, assistant vice-president for 
academic affairs, said he is pleased with the quality 
of work by part-time professors. 
"Our part-timers bring a level of currency and 
expertise that enhance classes and also fulfill their 
professional needs. The university truly values and 
appreciates their contributions," he said. 
The number of part-time faculty and their 
primary function vary from department to 
department, but they do work within every college 
in the university. 
Alex de Jonge, head of the foreign language and 
literature department, said he believes the reason 
JMU employs so many part-time professors is 
partly because JMU has only 31 graduate teaching 
assistants. He said that part-timers generally offer 
better teaching than graduate assistants who are just 
learning to teach. 
"Our reliance [on part-timers] is the precise 
equivalent of other university's reliance on graduate 
teachers," de Jonge said. 
Some department heads said they feel that the 
hiring of part-timers is essential to the operation of 
their colleges. 
Mellasenah Morris, head of the music 
department, said she values the services of her part- 
time staff and treats them the same as full-time 
professors in terms of their input 
"Without [part-timers] we couldn't function," 
Morris said. 
de Jonge said, "The vast majority [of part-timers] 
are experienced teachers. A good part-timer works 
as much as a good full-timer, but doesn't get paid as 
much." 
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Force  
continued from page 1 
trying to get at with a climate survey," she said. 
Pennell said that the idea of a climate survey is 
not new and that the —^—— 
Commission on Community 
suggested it a few months 
ago to Carrier. 
"Dr. Carrier was very 
supportive of that And so 
what he's done has been to 
fold that into the charge for 
the task force, to really lead 
the effort to do a climate 
survey," she said. 
The task force has 
already started working and 
plans to work through the 
summer and next fall. 
Pennell said that she ————^—^ 
anticipates a list of 
recommendations by spring 1995. 
"Coming up with a report of our findings in the 
spring of next year," she said. "That would be a 
realistic time line in terms of recommendations for 
the entire scope of the work the task force is to do, 
Freshman 
continued from page 1 
although as we get into it we may find that that is 
not realistic." 
—^— She did say that some 
recommendations may 
become available sooner 
than expected. 
"In looking at some 
issues, we may be able to 
provide 
recommendations on 
some part of the scope of 
our work earlier than 
that," Pennell said. 
"I think if we were able 
to do that, we would. But 
I think we want to be 
really careful in dealing 
HMMMBWHMBM with these kinds of issues 
... in doing something 
that could be perceived as a band-aid solution," she 
said. 
"We'll be better off if we take a good look at it, 
rather than to try to come up with something 
quickly," Pennell said. 
We can always do 
better in terms of 
making it more 
comfortable for all 
different types of people, 
Brenda Pennell 
chairwoman of the Commission on Community 
Faculty. 
continued from page 1 
David Jeffrey, head of the 
English department said he is 
"stunned and delighted" with the 
quality of part-tune faculty in his 
department. 
Jeffrey said about 25 to 30 
percent of English classes are 
taught by part-timers. 
He said he tries to make part- 
timers as much a part of his 
department as possible. He said 
that part-time faculty in the 
English department have offices, 
phones and are invited to come to 
him with concerns. 
"In some sense it can be 
argued that employing part-time 
faculty is exploitation, but many 
part-timers value the experience 
that they have been given," 
Jeffrey said. 
Despite the praises given to 
part-time faculty, the reality of 
their situation is a growing 
concern. 
According to an article in the 
March/April 1994 edition of 
Lingua Franca, a trade 
magazine, part-timers are 
becoming a source of cheap labor 
in the academic world. And 
without the luxury of tenure, 
many feel intimidated by 
speaking out too loudly. 
Many have taught for more 
than two years, often teaching 
more than part-time course loads, 
waiting for a full-time spot to 
open that they may or may not 
win, the article states. 
Will Helms, a part-time 
faculty member in the English 
department, is a part-timer who 
feels that changes need to be 
made and justifiable concerns 
addressed. 
This is an oppressive system 
and unfortunately many of us 
find ourselves on the wrong end 
of the oppression, but those part- 
timers who do teach, do it 
because they love it" 
Despite some benefits of 
hiring part-time faculty, some say 
it may be the full-time and 
tenured professors and ultimately 
the students who get the short 
end of the stick. 
James Leary, professor of 
chemistry and president of 
JMU's chapter of the American 
Association of University 
Professors, cautions that the JMU 
administration should limit the 
number of part-timers for some 
colleges. 
He cites that part-timers 
generally don't have as many 
responsibilities as a full-time 
faculty member and therefore 
can't help carry the weight of 
advising students or monitoring 
projects. 
If the numbers of full-time 
faculty don't increase with the 
growing student population, 
some full-timers may feel over- 
burdened, Leary said. 
"It's not just me as a faculty 
member that gets short changed, 
it's the student also," Leary said. 
"If I don't have enough time to 
spend with them when they need 
my help, they're the ones who 
lose out" 
Jerry Benson, dean of the 
College of Education and 
Psychology, said, "I would like to 
use fewer part-timers because 
their use threatens the continuity 
of our program." 
He said that part-1 me faculty 
who are not involved in making 
curriculum-related decisions pu: 
his departments at a 
disadvantage. 
Cecil Bradfield, associate vice- 
president for academic affairs, 
said that the administration is 
aware of the need for more full- 
time faculty members and that 
the president has regularly 
requested additional funds for 
that purpose. 
"I think there is a general 
interest in trying to reduce the 
number of part-time faculty," 
Bradfield said. 
In the meantime, Morris said 
she believes that a certain amount 
of sensitivity and good 
communication might improve 
the current situation. 
"It has been my experience 
that a lot of part-timers 
understand the nature of the 
beast," she said. 
SAT scores for prospective 
students could help account for 
the rise in acceptances. 
SAT scores are not, however, 
the primary criteria for 
admissions. Conklin stressed that 
the Office of Admissions looks at 
the "whole picture" before 
determining whether or not to 
accept an applicant 
"No one thing is most 
important," Conklin said. "We 
are wanting to enroll students that 
have challenging programs of 
study during high school, we 
look at their academic 
achievement in that strong 
program, and we look at their 
SAT results. 
"But also, we're looking for 
what students did outside of the 
classroom in terms of their 
leadership ability, musical or 
athletic talent the diversity they 
could bring to the university in 
terms of their opinions, values or 
attitudes." 
This year's applicant pool, 
according to Conklin, contained 
many strong transfers and 
minority students. 
Admissions has always, she 
said, "maintained a very firm 
commitment" to recruiting "top- 
notch" minority students. 
Conklin hopes that more and 
more minority students apply to 
JMU in the future. 
Out of 1,400 transfer 
applicants, Conklin said about 
800 were accepted. That's a real 
important population to JMU 
also. We want to enroll about 
500-550 transfers," Conklin said. 
According to Conklin, the 
Admissions Office tries to keep 
an even balance between the 
incoming number of male and 
female acceptees, attempting to 
adhere to the current campus 
percentage of 51 percent female, 
49 percent male. 
"We want to stick closely to 
those same percentages," she 
said. 
Despite the larger freshman 
class. Office of Residence Life 
Director Jim McConnel 
anticipates few accommodation 
problems. "We're not going to be 
overcrowded, at least as far as I 
can anticipate," he said. 
Wampler Hall, the most recent 
addition to the Quad, will help 
prevent any crowding in 
residence halls. However, 
Spotswood Hall will not be used 
as a residence hall for two-and-a- 
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half years because of planned 
renovations to it and other 
buildings, McConnel said. 
Spotswood will be used as 
faculty office space while other 
buildings on the Quad are being 
renovated. 
According to McConnel, ORL 
has planned for the possibility of 
having too many students on 
campus by designating Hoffman 
Hall as this year's "swing hall." 
The top two floors have been 
made unavailable for spring sign- 
up and are reserved for overflow 
freshmen students. 
McConnel said if Hoffman did 
not fill up with freshmen, the 
remaining space would be 
assigned to transfer students. 
ORL works with admissions in 
projecting the number of 
incoming students so plans can 
be made to have enough room for 
the students in the fall 
Conklin said that her office 
bases admission estimates on 
statistics from previous years. 
She said that, while JMU expects 
2,200 new students, there is 
always the possibility more could 
come. 
"You have to cj-oss your 
fingers that it won't happen and 
all your predictions and 
calculations come true," Conklin 
said. 
"While it seems like it could or 
should be scientific, you have to 
realize they're people and a lot of 
variables impact them," she said. 
McConnel recalled panic 
within ORL three years ago when 
the number of incoming 
freshmen did not drop over the 
summer months, as it usually 
does. 
JMU was sent scrambling for 
rooms at the Howard Johnson 
near 1-81 that year. 
Then, "two years ago, we had 
50 to 100 empty beds," 
McConnel said. In 1992-93, 
some students were forced to 
triple-up in rooms, he said. 
"By May 1, everybody who is 
a transfer or a fresh man that has 
made a commitment to JMU 
must have a deposit on record," 
McConnel said. Based on the 
deposits, ORL will get a better 
idea of how many students want 
to have on-campus housing next 
fall. 
"We want occupancy high, 
because that keeps the prices 
low," McConnel said. "We can 
spread the cost over a lot of 
people." 
CORRECTION 
In the April 7 issue of Trie 
Breeze, some statements 
made by Auri Eves in the 
story on the Harrisonburg 
police standoff were taken 
out of context and 
misquoted. 
The Breeze regrets the error. 
^ ^^ 
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News 
JMU offering study program in Africa 
byKatyLarkin 
contributing writer 
The International Studies 
Abroad program is now offering 
fall and spring semester Studies 
Abroad programs in Africa for 
the first time through the Council 
on International Education 
Exchange, a student exchange 
agency in New York. 
. The program is based at the 
University of Ghana in Accra, the 
capital of Ghana, and is now 
open to JMU students. 
David Owusu-Ansah, an 
associate history professor who is 
in charge of supervising JMU's 
program, said that CIEE has done 
extensive research in Africa and 
has found the University of 
Ghana to be the most established 
university on the continent. 
"We found that Ghana is a 
very stable political environment 
— one of the best in Africa and 
the British Commonwealth, so 
we can be sure that our students 
are safe," Owusu-Ansah said. 
JMU is one of 24 universities 
across the United States 
participating in the program, he 
said. Some others include 
Georgetown University, Purdue 
University and the University of 
Massachusetts. 
Although she has only 
received a couple of applicants 
and only a few students attended 
a general interest meeting, Arthur 
said she was pleased with the 
response the program had gotten 
so far. 
"If there's more interest, then 
we will look into expanding," she 
said. 
Susan Edwards, a senior 
majoring in mass 
communication, has been 
accepted by the JMU program to 
attend a studies abroad program 
in Africa next fall. Edwards 
wants to attend even though she 
will be graduating this May. 
"I've always been interested in 
going to Africa," she said. 
Having spent a semester in 
Jamaica already, she said she 
realizes there is a lot that can be 
learned from such programs. 
"I learned a lot about my own 
culture and about American 
culture from seeing things 
through their eyes," she said. 
"I always planned to go to 
Africa even if it was just to visit," 
she said, "but this is a chance that 
won't come again." 
Students attending may choose 
from" a variety of courses but are 
required to take a history course 
and a course on a local language 
of Ghana. Including the two core 
requirements, students may take 
up to 15 credit hours, Owusu- 
Ansah said. 
Areas of study available 
during the program include 
archaeology, geography, African 
history, management, political 
science and sociology. But all 
major concentrations interested in 
SColleges in Studies Abroad 1988-1993 
the program are encouraged to 
apply, he said. 
Kay Arthur, assistant vice 
president for International 
Education at JMU and director of 
the program, said that because 
instruction at the university is in 
English, there are a wide range of 
courses offered to students. 
"One of the reasons we 
selected Ghana is because it's an 
English-speaking site in West 
Africa." Arthur said. 
Though the courses may be 
taught in English, students still 
have plenty of opportunity to 
learn about African cultures, she 
said.  Among  some elective 
BOB DALY 
courses are environmental 
sciences, African literature, 
African dance and theatre, 
traditional religion, and a number 
of others focusing on African 
culture, she said. 
"It's a very interesting place 
for American students to study 
because they can get a wonderful 
feeling about West Africa and a 
good picture of West Africa, 
which is where a lot of African- 
American ancestors came from, " 
Arthur said. 
In addition to the curriculum, 
there will be an assortment of 
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O-lot will be closed, losing 75 parking spaces 
by Mike Heffner 
senior writer 
Parking may get more scarce 
next fall at JMU with the loss of 
a faculty and staff parking lot. 
O-lot, located behind 
Anthony-Seeger Hall ' off 
Patterson Street, will be closed 
permanently for the construction 
of a new building for Facilities 
Management. About 75 parking 
spaces will be lost for faculty and 
staff pending JMU leasing 
another lot in the vicinity of 
campus, said Al Menard, 
associate vice-president for 
student affairs. 
MIKE HEFFNER 
(Mot, the parking lot off of Patterson Street, will be closed for 
the construction of a new building for Facilities Management. 
"We haven't made any 
decisions yet," Menard said. 
"We're hoping for some 
additional space, and we don't 
have commitments on that. If we 
don't get anything, obviously, the 
impact will be more severe." 
According to Don Cosgrove, 
director of Facilities Planning, 
the new building will replace the 
motor pool and maintenance 
buildings behind Anthony-Seeger 
Hall and will also house workers 
now working in Wellington Hall, 
located on South Main Street. 
"Basically, it's consolidating 
all Facilities Management into a 
single location," Cosgrove said. 
The O-lot area will be the site 
of the new building, scheduled to 
begin construction this November 
and completed by early 1996. 
The complex currently behind 
Anthony-Seeger stores all JMU 
vehicles, contains various trade 
shops and handles the majority of 
on-campus repair work. 
Menard said, however, that the 
university is attempting to find a 
way to provide more commuter 
parking to replace the spaces lost 
by O-lot. 
The university is not only 
attempting to lease more parking 
space to replace O-lot in the area 
but is also considering moving 
the university vehicles off- 
campus to free up parking space, 
he said. 
According to Menard, in order 
to lease parking lots for 
commuters, faculty or staff, JMU 
must go through a purchasing 
procedure similar to what any 
purchase on campus requires. 
Bids must be taken, and 
negotiations are currently 
underway to acquire a new lot. 
At present, the most likely 
sites for a new lot would be on 
the south side of Patterson Street, 
or on Chesapeake Drive, located 
across the railroad tracks from Y- 
Lot, commonly known as the 
"gravel pit." 
While a replacement for O-Lot 
is not an absolute certainty, 
Menard stressed that there are no 
plans to redistribute commuter 
space for faculty and staff 
PARKING page 11 
Allen rejects 
compromise 
on parental 
notification 
L. A. Times/Washington 
Post news service 
Gov. George Allen rejected 
a compromise bill Friday 
requiring an adult relative to 
be notified before a teenager's 
abortion, insisting that 
lawmakers agree to tougher 
controls. 
The Republican governor 
has been under intense 
pressure from anti-abortion 
conservatives in his party to 
challenge the Democrat- 
controlled legislature. The bill 
exempts 17-year-olds and 
allows doctors to contact 
stepparents, grandparents or 
siblings over 21 instead of a 
parent. 
Allen only agreed to accept 
stepparents and amended the 
age provision to include 
anyone younger than 18. If the 
General Assembly does not 
acquiesce, he threatened a 
veto. 
Junior Shawna Densmore, 
president of EQUAL, a group 
concerned with womens' 
issues, said she was "glad 
[Allen] rejected it for 
whatever reasons he chose." 
Densmore said she doesn't 
agree with the concept of 
parental notification because 
"there are too many abusive 
families where women can't 
seek the advice of their 
parents." 
"It's the type of thing that 
can turn a family upside 
down," Densmore said. 
Sophomore nursing major 
Megan Ibach said that "17 is 
way too young" for someone 
to choose whether or not to 
terminate a pregnancy. 
"They are not 
developmentally mature 
enough to make a decision 
that will impact the rest of 
their life," Ibach said. 
Allen sent the measure back 
to the legislature with 
instructions that it reconsider 
the original version he 
proposed last month. "I want 
to get this to be a true parental 
notification bill," he said in an 
interview. 
"That's certainly under 
serious consideration," he 
said. "The people of Virginia 
think that if the- girl is under 
18, the parent ought to be 
notified. That's what the 
people of Virginia want, and I 
think that's the way that our 
ALLEN page 13 
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MON   SAT LUNCH SPECIAL 
$2.95  In House Only 
Sub, Pickle, & Lg. Drink 
irtd 
fRlDitf 
S/tfU***** 
h* USUAL frlday 
°MA %*£&L Delivery Hours: 
Sun.,Mon.      11.i.rn^IIJ.m. 
Tut'.-S.it.      Jlojn-zo.nl. 
43-DUKES 
(4SS-8S37) 
The double beds are especially nice at The 
Commons, and almost everyone appreciates 
their larger size and comfort. 
Each fully furnished 
4 bedroom apartment 
comes with: 
* Free Cable television 
(a S6S0 savings - includes 
HBO/HTS/MTV/ESPN/ete.) 
* Double bed in each bedroom 
* Full size washer and dryer 
* S Telephone hookups - one in the 
kitchen and one in each bedroom 
* 5 Cable hookups - one in the 
living room and one 
in each bedroom 
* Built in microwave oven 
* Patio or balcony 
* Free Water and Sewer 
* Free trash pick-up 
* Full time maintenance 
•Sign a lease with 
THE COMMONS 
between April 1st 
and April 17th 
and receive gift 
certificates for 5 
large 1 topping 
pizzas from 
Office Hours 
M«L-ftL- *-J:30 
Sat* SM. 11-4:30 
^4c_ 
432-0600 *   869-B PORT REPUBLIC RD. 
#   i    « 
The !&r Room 
Mrs. Doubtfire 
Mrs. Doubtfire 
The Piano 
The Piano 
High Anxiety 
ues. 
Wed. 
Thurs. 
Fri. 
Sat. 
Slin. FREE 
All movies are at 7 & 9:30 p.m. 
unless otherwise indicated. 
- ...Mi ... 
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Beyer addresses sexual assault 
by Jennifer Overman 
 news editor  
Virginia Lt. Gov. Don Beyer 
was the keynote speaker at the 
opening session of the Third 
Annual Campus Sexual Assault 
Conference on April 5 at the 
Jefferson Hotel in Richmond. 
He discussed the problem of 
sexual assault in Virginia and the 
efforts over the past two years to 
strengthen Virginia's sexual 
assault laws, especially those 
dealing with sex offenses against 
children. 
According to information from 
the Office of the Lieutenant 
Governor, legislation that Beyer 
commissioned that has been 
approved by the 1994 General 
Assembly includes: 
• Creation of a statewide sex 
offender registry that will be 
available to schools, day care 
centers, state residential facilities 
and the police. 
Beyer said he hopes to make 
this list available for full public 
access next year. 
• Changing the law to recognize 
that children are to be treated as 
competent witnesses when their 
abusers go to trial, without regard 
to age. 
• Ensuring that statutory rape 
laws are gender neutral, since 
victims can be of either sex. 
• Requiring sex offenders to 
serve at least two-thirds of their 
sentences. 
Beyer said he will argue in the 
governor's special session on 
parole beginning in September 
that offenders should be required 
to serve 100 percent of their 
sentence. 
• Requiring background checks 
for employees of state-regulated 
residential facilities for children. 
• Allowing juvenile courts to 
notify victims of the outcome of 
cases against juvenile sex 
offenders and notify victims 
when the offenders are released. 
• Eliminating the 10-day statute 
of limitations for reporting 
marital rape. 
Beyer also said that the 
General Assembly approved 
more than $600,000 in new 
funding for child sexual assault 
prevention programs. 
In fighting sexual abuse, Beyer 
said, the government must first 
realize that they "have a 
responsibility to protect our 
citizens, especially the most 
vulnerable — children, the 
disabled, women — from sexual 
predators." He added that sex 
crimes can have lifelong effects 
on the victims. 
Secondly, the government has 
"a responsibility to break the 
cycle of sexual assault through 
rehabilitation as early as possible. 
"There is a huge body of 
evidence that suggests that most, 
if not all sex offenders were first 
child victims," he said. "Sex 
offenders are acting out their own 
rage and helplessness and pain 
and even weird sexual feelings." 
Phi Kappa Phi Honor Society 
to host lecture on democracy 
by Cyndy Liedtke 
news editor 
Virginia Lt. Gov. Don Beyer 
To achieve this, Beyer said 
that the government has asked the 
Institute of Law and Justice to 
survey all the available studies 
and biomedical approaches to sex 
offender rehabilitation. 
"Virginia should be on the 
cutting edge of treatment 
regimens and technologies that 
will help sex offenders learn to 
control their behaviors," he said. 
Beyer said that the third 
principle that the government 
must realize is that, "The cycle is 
multi-generational. For every 
child we save, we may save 
dozens or hundreds a generation 
from today. 
"We must empower our 
children to resist, to speak out, to 
refuse to be victims," he said, 
since children's silence often 
allows the offense to go 
unpunished. 
Keeping with this year's 
university-wide theme of 
"Justice," a lecture entitled 
"Democracy's Enduring 
Promise" will be held today in 
Grafton-Stovall Theatre at 4 p.m. 
According to a press release, 
keynote speaker Jean Bethke 
Elshtain is a political philosopher 
whose task is "to show the 
connections between our political 
and our ethical convictions." 
Elshtain is the centennial 
professor of political science and 
a professor of philosophy at 
Vanderbilt University. 
She has also taught at the 
University of Massachusetts, 
Yale University and Harvard 
University. 
The lecture is sponsored by the 
JMU chapter of Phi Kappa Phi 
Honor Society. According to Kay 
Knickrehm, secretary/treasurer of 
the JMU chapter of Phi Kappa 
Phi and head of the political 
science department, the honor 
society is open to all majors. 
"It is a national honor society 
like Phi Beta Kappa, but the 
difference is that Phi Beta Kappa 
is limited to liberal arts and Phi 
Kappa Phi is open to all majors," 
she said. 
According to Knickrehm, there 
are about 38 faculty members and 
20 students in JMU's chapter of 
the honor society. Thirty-five 
more students will be inducted 
this year, she said. 
This speech is the second in a 
planned annual series sponsored 
by Phi Kappa Phi. Knickrehm 
said the honor society tries to tie 
the speech into the university 
theme. 
The honor society was looking 
for an affordable speaker who 
had a specialty that would go 
with the theme of "Justice," 
Knickrehm said. The group 
decided on Elshtain. 
Elshtain was awarded the 
Ellen Gregg Ingalls Award for 
excellence in classroom teaching. 
This is the highest award for 
undergraduate teaching at 
Vanderbilt. 
Elshtain has been a National 
Endowment for the Humanities 
Fellow at Princeton University, a 
writer in residence at the 
MacDowell Colony in 
Peterborough, N.H., and a 
scholar in residence at the 
Rockefeller Foundation Bellagio 
Conference Center in Italy. 
A native of Colorado, Elshtain 
earned degrees from Colorado 
State University and Brandeis 
University. 
Elshtain has also written 
several books, including 
Meditations on Modern Political 
Thought and Public Man, Private 
Woman: Women in Social and 
Political Thought. 
Campus Spotlight On... 
Do you think that minorities have enough representation at JMU? 
# 
,     ■■- 
"There is not enough effort by the 
administration to recruit minority 
students. Even when they recruit 
minorities, they are not being sincere, 
and they are not committed. They're 
just trying to quiet everyone." 
"There is definitely a lack of 
representation of African-Americans 
here on the campus of JMU. The four 
percent African-American faculty, and 
the decrease of African-American 
population to seven percent, are prime 
examples of this lack of representation." 
"The overall minority representation 
here at JMU is poor. It shows the lack of 
concern on the part of the 
administration to recruit and retain 
minorities." 
Sherri Haskett 
senior, management 
Omari Sanders 
freshman, economics 
Charles Sweazie 
sophomore, political science 
"I don't know if we have enough 
representation, but we do seem to have 
enough channels to get our views heard 
here at JMU." 
"Because of the ratio of white students 
to minority students, it's no doubt 
white students will have more 
representation. Therefore, I think 
something should be done to account for 
this factor." 
"There is definitely a lack of minority 
role models. There is definitely a lack of 
minority faculty, fiole models and 
authoritative figures are needed to make 
people of minorities well-rounded 
individuals. It gives them a standard to 
work towards. 
James Howard 
junior, dietetics 
Jennifer Condon 
junior, chemistry 
Macey Brooks 
freshman, health sciences 
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(        Restaurant and Pub     J 
"Where (t Alt Happens" 
Free Happy Food Monday thru Friday 
,5« cwckenvnnas 
5 pm till close 
Plus: National Trivia Network 
Team UP and Play! 
\OC   Shrimp   5pmtH(c(ose 
The Best Lady's Night 
7pm to 9pm 
Karaoke starting 9 pm 
«*% Beach Night 
9pm 
For More Into Call 433-5151 
2061 Evelyn Bvrd Ave. 
fBehind Valley Mall) 
Open Ham -2 am y 
We have a Bed for You at The Commons 
Each Hilly tarnished 
4 bedroom apartment 
comes with: 
' Free Cable television 
(a $650 savings — includes 
HBO/HTS/MTV/ESPN/elc.) 
Double bed in each bedroom 
1
 Full size washer and dryer 
' S Telephone hookups - one in the 
kitchen and one in each bedroom 
' 5 Cable hookups - one in the 
living room and one 
in each bedroom 
Built in microwave oven 
1
 Patio or balcony 
Free Water and Sewer 
Free trash pick-up 
Full time maintenance 
•Sign a lease with 
THE COMMONS 
between April 1st 
and April 17th 
and receive gift 
certificates for 5 
large 1 topping 
pizzas from 
OfTlct Hours 
M<» -PH.- 9-5:30 
SM-ASUD. 
432-0600 '   869-B PORT REPUBLIC RD. 
Tired Of Playing The Random Roommate Game? 
Then Run To Ashby Crossing And Check Out Our 
Roommate Referral Program! 
CROSSING 
Ashby Crossing 
1235-F Devon Lane 
Harrisonburg, VA 22801 
432-1001 
Office Hours: 9-5 Monday - Friday 
10-1 and 2-5 Saturday 
life at Ashby Crossing will entitle you to: 
r£r 
• Covered bus shelter 
• Bus pickup every 15 minutes 
• Short walk to JMU 
• Full-size washer and dryer 
• Ample, well-lighted parking 
• Individual Leases 
• Volleyball Court   • 24 hour maintenance 
• Basketball Court   • Double beds available 
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NEWSFILE 
FDA deems biotech tomato 
gene a safe food additive 
The company that makes the "Flavr 
Savr" tomato should get a much-needed 
financial boost with an initial government 
finding that its key product is safe, 
analysts said Thursday. 
Calgene Inc. of Davis, Calif., has at 
least five commercial tomato seed 
varieties with the Flavr Savr freshness 
gene. It wants to begin producing the 
tomato this year in Mexico, California and 
Florida. 
Biotech crops are designed to withstand 
damage from insects and pesticides, last 
longer on supermarket shelves and 
produce improved flavor and appearance. 
Critics contend the new genes that go into 
these crops may be medically and 
environmentally unsafe. The controversy 
has escalated with recent federal approval 
of another company's new gene for 
increasing milk production in the nation's 
dairy herds. 
Hay worth said the company and its 
Chief Executive Roger Salquist were 
delighted with this week's first public 
acknowledgement by the Food and Drug 
Administration that the tomato gene is 
considered a safe food additive. 
"This is not final clearance," Hay worth 
said, but added that she thinks final FDA 
approval will come soon. 
Nirvana   lead singer found 
dead Friday in apparent suicide 
HOLLYWOOD — Kurt Cobain, 27, 
hailed as a deeply sensitive man blessed 
with a songwriting grace that has been 
compared with Bob Dylan and John 
Lennon, was found dead Friday in his 
Seattle home, an apparent suicide victim. 
When the Nirvana album "Nevermind** 
made him rock's most acclaimed new 
singer-songwriter in years, he found it 
hard to adjust to the sudden acceptance. 
He felt as confused and troubled as any 
of the millions of young people who 
bought the albums he made with the band 
Nirvana. 
"Nevermind" sold nearly 10 million 
copies around the world and led critics to 
draw the parallels with Lennon and Dylan 
— both in terms of craft and impact. 
His uneasiness as a role model and star 
wasn't an act. At times, he simply 
retreated and pretended no one paid 
attention. But other times, he felt the 
burden of that responsibility. 
The rock world braced for the worst last 
month when Cobain was found in a near- 
fatal coma in his hotel room in Rome — a 
result of mixing tranquilizers and alcohol. 
After returning to Seattle, in the 
loneliness of the house he and his wife 
built, he apparently gave up on himself. 
, Times/Washington Post 
newsservice 
Tribal slaughter in Rwanda causes 
troops to lead mass evacuations 
NAIROBI, Kenya — Foreigners began 
fleeing blood-soaked Rwanda on Saturday 
— some by air and others, including 
Americans, overland in convoys — as 
international aid workers found scenes of 
horror from three days of tribal slaughter 
in the Rwandan capital: bodies littering 
the streets and, outside the main hospital, a 
pile of corpses six feet high. 
While French paratroopers landed at the 
airport in Kigali, the Rwandan capital, 
Belgium and the United States positioned 
hundreds of their troops in the Central 
African region to begin mass evacuations 
— possibly Sunday — of about 1,500 
Belgian, 600 French and the remaining 85 
American citizens in Rwanda. 
Three convoys carrying 170 Americans 
departed Kigali for neighboring Burundi, 
and one of the convoys crossed the border 
before it closed at nightfall, a U.S. military 
spokesman said. The Americans in the 
remaining convoys were spending the 
night at a Danish hospital near the border, 
said the spokesman, U.S. Army Col. 
Robert Mirelson of the U.S. European 
Command in Stuttgart, Germany. 
Standing by in Bujumbura, the 
Burundian capital, were 330 U.S. Marines 
flown in by helicopter Saturday morning 
from American warships off Somalia, 
Mirelson said. "Their mission really is 
contingency in case there's any problem 
with the evacuation of U.S. citizens," he 
said. So far, he added, there have been no 
"reports of any trouble or confrontation or 
anything along those lines" involving 
Americans. 
Once the American evacuees reach 
Bujumbura, they will be flown by U.S. Air 
Force C-141 transport jets to Nairobi, the 
Kenyan capital. Two C 141s arrived in 
Bujumbura Saturday, and two others were 
standing by in Mombassa, on the Kenyan 
coast, Mirelson said. 
About 280 French paratroops seized the 
Kigali airport at dawn Saturday, according 
to a French announcement, but troops of 
the Rwandan Presidential Guard later used 
trucks to block the runway to prevent 
more planes from landing. 
As night fell over the embattled capital, 
and the sounds of machine-gun fire and 
mortar rounds resumed after a brief 
daytime lull, control of the airport — and 
the evacuation plans — remained in doubt. 
However, the Foreign Ministry in Paris 
announced late Saturday night that the 
first evacuation flight of 43 French 
nationals had managed to take off, but 
other rescue flights would probably wait 
until after daylight Sunday. 
It was a flight at the Kigali airport that 
ignited Rwanda's ethnic explosion this 
week. On Wednesday night, a plane 
carrying Presidents Juvenal Habyarimana 
of Rwanda and Cyrpien Ntaryamira of 
neighboring Burundi crashed, and the two 
leaders were killed. The Rwandan 
government immediately announced that 
rebels of the Tutsi tribe shot down the 
plane with rockets. Rwanda quickly 
degenerated into a tribal bloodbath. 
— LA. Times/Washington Post 
news service 
KRISTIN ROUGH 
White House admits to seeking help with investing 
WASHINGTON — The White House 
acknowledged Saturday that Arkansas 
lawyer James Blair placed most of the 
orders for the trades of cattle futures that 
earned Hillary Rodham Clinton nearly 
$100,000 profit in the late 1970s. 
A White House official continued to 
maintain that Clinton made her own 
decisions on how to trade. But he said she 
would discuss it with Blair, who "would 
often pass an order on to the broker," even 
though the broker was only supposed to 
take orders from Clinton. Previously, the 
White House has described Blair simply 
as an important adviser. 
During most of the 21 months that 
Clinton traded, Blair was outside counsel 
for Tyson Foods Co.,. Arkansas' biggest 
employer, and she was the governor's 
wife. Although she made a huge profit on 
her initial $1,000 investment, she was not 
a passionate trader who kept up with every 
move of the market, as Blair was. 
According to his testimony in three 
lawsuits against the commodity brokerage 
firm of Ray E. Friedman & Co., also 
known as Refco, Blair kept a special 
computer devoted to analyzing and 
charting market averages over four-day, 
nine-day and 18-day periods. He had a 
"quote" machine in the back of his desk 
that enabled him to watch the market "tick 
by tick." 
Blair also was privy to a daily 2:30 p.m. 
conference call broadcast over the speaker 
phone at Refco's Springdale, Ark., office. 
On the line were key figures in the cattle 
business — buyers, feedlot operators, a 
Chicago pit trader, Refco brokers and 
sometimes Refco President Thomas 
Dittmer. Blair called them "the best cattle 
market group of traders that was ever put 
together." While he listened, they shared 
predictions of what the market would do 
the next day, Blair testified. 
According to the White House official, 
Blair passed on trade orders for about a 
dozen other people besides Clinton, 
including members of his family. The fact 
that he was allowed to do so reflects the 
loose style of the Springdale office toward 
adhering to trading rules. 
L.A. Times/Washington Post 
news service 
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Framing 
at bargain prices 
Framing for diplomas, certificates, awards, 
and any other art, including prints, posters 
or your graduation announcement for your Mom! 
Graduation special: 
Frame your JMU diploma, double-matted, 
choice of over 100 wood or metal frames, 
18 x 20 finished size for only $55.00. Tgt 
Dine In Buffet Hours 
Wed. Nite 5*30 - 9     $6.95 
Fri. ASat. 5:30-10   $9.95 
Sunday 11:30-8   $6.95 
$1.00 OFF Buffet w/this coupon 
"A"STUDENT 
OF THE ROAD. 
A Motorcycle RiderCourse is for 
everyone who wants to have more 
fun riding, while becoming a 
better, safer rider. Call 1-800- 
447-4700 to join the class. 
MSTMCYCU SAFETY I 
I 1588 S. Main St. Harrlsonburg, VA 22801 434-3003 
INQUIRE 
TODAY 
FOR FREE 
FLORIDA VACATION 
An easy 10 
minute walk 
to campus. 
(No hills to climb 
or interstate to 
cross). 
CALLTODAY! 
Professionally managed by: 
Horsley and Constable 
Property Management Division 
434-1173 or 432-9502 
BANKER Q 
HORSLEY AND 
CONSTABLE 
-j 
♦OPEN HOUSE DAILY MONDAY 
THRU SATURDAY* 
S100« PER GROUP OF FOUR 
SIGNING LEASE TOGETHER! 
432-9502 
Amenities Galore 
• Pedal on the level - no hills to climb 
or interstate to cross. 
• Only four blocks to campus. 
• Energy efficient heat pumps. 
• Stain resistant wall-to-wall carpeting. 
• Mini-blinds on all windows. 
• Basketball courts. 
• Paved parking spaces. 
• Prewired for telephone. 
• Telephone & cable outlets in each room. 
• Deadbolt locks and door viewers on 
all apartments. 
• Well lit parking lot and walkways. 
• Convenient bus service to campus & 
Valley Mall. 
• Full time management and maintenance. 
• No sliding patio doors. 
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Campus News 
Harmony Week to Include events geared 
toward gay, lesbian and bisexual students 
Harmony is sponsoring five days of activities for gay, 
lesbian and bisexual students. 
Students are invited to share Coming Out Stories 
tonight in Duke Hall, rm. M209 at 7 p.m. 
Tuesday, the group is hosting a religion and 
spirituality panel discussion in Harrison Hall, rm. A-205 
at 7:30 p.m. 
Students will discuss politics and current events 
Wednesday in Harrison Hall, rm. A205 at 7 p.m. 
Thursday the group will be discussing AIDS 
awareness in Duke Hall, rm. M209 at 7 p.m. 
Friday the group will show a gay film double-feature 
in Taylor Hall, rm. 306 at 7 p.m. 
For more information, contact Harmony at P.O. Box 
7119. 
'incai 
/ 
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NEWSFILE 
Math Department to sponsor Calculus 
Contest open to all freshmen students 
The Math Department is sponsoring a Calculus 
Contest for all freshmen students Saturday at 10 a.m. 
Prizes of $75, $50 and $25 will be awarded to the top 
three students in the competition. 
Interested students can sign up with their calculus 
professor or in the Math Department Office. 
Refreshments will be served at 9:30 a.m. 
'Spring Ring' for adults and children with 
exceptionalities to be held Wednesday 
The Council for Excpetional Children is sponsoring a 
"Spring Fling" Wed., April 13 from 6:30-8 p.m. at the 
Fraternal Order of Police Hall in Harrisonburg. 
Anyone with exceptionalities are invited to the event, 
which will include dancing, games, music and 
refreshments. 
The Fraternal Order of Police Hall is located at 350 
Waterman Dr., Harrisonburg. For rriore information, 
contact Lisa Melroy at 434-6549 or the Association for 
Retarded Citizens at 434-2469. 
Wednesday Jail-a-Thon' on commons will 
benefit American Cancer Society 
Alpha Sigma Tau and Alpha Phi Alpha will sponsor a 
Jail-a-Thon Wed., April 13 on the commons to benefit 
the American Cancer Society. 
During the jail-a-thon, which runs 9 a.m. to 4 p.m., 
participants can donate money to have studnets and 
faculty held for a "jail term" determined by the amount of 
the donation. 
'Art for Animals' exhibit to help Richmond 
Society for the Protection of Animals 
The first annual "Art for Animals" exhibition, sale and 
auction of equestrian and animal art will take place Wed., 
April 13 at the Jefferson Hotel, an historic Richmond 
landmark. 
A gala reception and auction are scheduled for 6:30 
p.m., with a number of items offered in silent and live 
auctions.All other work will be for sale. 
Proceeds raised in the event will go to the Richmond 
Society for the Protection of Cruelty to Animals, 
Richmond's "pet charity." Tickets are available for $35 
or $50 per person. 
P 0 ICE       LOG 
by Greg Froom 
police reporter 
Campus police report the following: 
Assault 
• Non-student David W. McCarthy, 35, of Grottoes was arrested 
and charged April 7 with felony assault of a police officer, felony 
property damage, forcibly resisting arrest, petty larceny, and 
contributing to the delinquency of a minor. 
The charges stem from the March 2 break-in of the vending 
machine in the Wilson Hall/Keezell Hall breezeway and related 
incidents. 
McCarthy was served a warrant by the Harrisonburg Police 
Department. 
A court date has been set for May 5. 
Bank Card Fraud 
• An unidentified individual allegedly stole a Commonwealth One 
automatic teller machine card from a student's wallet on Dec. 8. 
On the same date, unauthorized withdrawals reportedly were 
made from the student's account. The withdrawals totaled $400. 
The report was delayed to the police. 
Fireworks Violation 
• Unidentified individuals reportedly set off firecrackers in Shorts 
Hall at 4:18 p.m. April 6. 
Smoke from the firecrackers triggered the building's fire alarm. 
Altered JAC Card 
• A JMU student was charged judicially with altering the date of 
birth on a JAC card at 11 p.m. April 7 in McGraw-Long Hall. 
The birth date had been changed from 1975 to 1972. 
Harassing/Obscene Telephone Call 
• An unidentified individual allegedly has placed a series of 
harassing and obscene telephone calls to a student in Eagle Hall. 
The student reported the calls, which allegedly have been made 
over the last several weeks, to police on April 5. 
Destruction of Private Property 
• An unidentified individual allegedly broke into a car in X-lot between 
5 p.m. April 4 and 10:40 a.m. April 5. 
The window and dashboard were damaged. The radio was not 
removed. 
• An unidentified individual allegedly cut the top of a convertible 
repeatedly between 5 p.m. April 4 and 4 p.m. April 5. 
The convertible was parked on Greek Row between the Chi Phi 
and the Alpha Kappa Lambda fraternity houses. 
• An unidentified individual allegedly knocked over a motorcycle 
between 6 p.m. and 7:15 p.m. April 7 in O-tot. 
The rear signal light was damaged and the motorcycle was 
scratched. 
• An unidentified individual allegedly removed a student's sweatshirt 
from an unsecured locker between 4:15 p.m. and 9:30 p.m. April 7 in 
an employee locker room in Warren Had. 
The sweatshirt reportedly was cut with a sharp instrument. The 
sweatshirt is valued at $50. 
Grand Larceny 
• An unidentified individual allegedly broke into a car in X-lot and 
stole a stereo cassette deck and a pair of speakers between 5 p.m. 
April 4 and 10:40 a.m. April 5. The dashboard and window reportedly 
were damaged. 
The stereo system is valued at $500 and the damage to the car is 
estimated at $250. 
• An unidentified individual allegedly broke into a car in X-lot and 
stole a stereo cassette deck between 5 p.m. April 4 and 10:40 a.m. 
April 5. The dashboard and window reportedly were damaged. 
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CAMPUS EVENTS 
Monday Tuesday 
• Amnesty International meeting, Warren Hall, 
Piedmont Room, 5 p.m. 
• Anorexia Nervosa and Associated Disorders support 
group meeting, Emanuel Episcopal Church, 7 p.m. 
• College Republicans meeting, Taylor Hall, rm. 304, 
8 p.m. 
• Visiting Scholar lecture, Dr. Jean Bethke Elshtain, 
"Democracy's Enduring Promise," Grafton-Stovall 
Theatre, 4 p.m. 
• Visitng Scholar lecture. Dr. Barbara Joshi, "The 
Plight of the Untouchables in India," Grafton-Stovall 
Theatre, 7 p.m. 
• Equal meeting, Warren Hall, Piedmont Room, 4:30 
p.m. 
• Student Government Association meeting, Warren 
Hall, Highlands Room, 5 p.m. 
• Madison Outing Club meeting, Taylor Hall, rm. 
402,6:30 p.m. 
• Aplha Epsilon Delta, premedical fraternity, 
meeting, Burruss Hall, rm. 44, 7 p.m. 
• The Psych Club meeting, Maury Hall, rm. 201, 7 
p.m. 
• First Right meeting, Warren Hall, Tidewater 
Room, 8 p.m. 
• Natural Highs meeting, Taylor Hall, rm. 402, 5 
p.m. All are welcome. 
• Diabetic Support Group meeting, Rockingham 
Memorial Hospital Outpatient Center, fourth floor 
Conference Room Gl. Attendance is free. 
Wednesday Thursday 
• Harmony meeting, Moody Hall, rm. 205, 7-9 p.m. 
• University Graphics meeting, Duke Hall, second 
floor lobby, 7 p.m. Open to all majors. 
• Sociology Club meeting, Keezell Hall, rm. 101, 7 
p.m. 
• Time Management discussion, Center for Off- 
Campus Living, Taylor Hall, rm. ?, 12 p.m. 
• Reading Series for Poetry and Fiction, reading by 
Lori Cutchins, Burruss Hall, rm. 31, 7:30 p.m. 
• University Program Board Musical Events 
Committee meeting, Taylor Hall, rm. ?, 5:30 p.m.. All 
students are welcome. 
• EARTH meeting, Taylor Hall, rm. 304, 5 - 6:30 
p.m. 
• Muslim Coalition meeting, Taylor Hall, rm. 304, 
7p.m. 
• Campus Crusade for Christ large group meeting, 
"Prime Time," Miller Hall, rm. 101, 8 p.m. A 
™?   «*■   RESTAURANT 
Where music lives 171 N. Main St. Harrtsonburg. VA 22901 
Ion. ^P,il 11 -     Opeil StllgC hosted by Chip Slulton 
Tues. ApHl 12 -    Terri Allard folk, country, soul, acoustic 
Wed. ApHl 13 -   Small 23 witll sleepyhead 
Alternative Night   IN+ (w/lDj 
TKu,s. Ap.ii 14 - An Natural Band eclecticgroove 
FH. ApHi 15 -     wolves of Azure 
(\ill»s & H'biirg's hottest original rock! 
■ Special: Alaskan Snow Crab Logs wiih Cole Slaw 
tv; Fries Onl\ S5.49, additional pound %AAl) 
Sat. ApHi 16 -    NUCiear Assault (hard rock) 
with opening act Private Property 
Look for special events at Joker's on WBOP-TV Channel 19. 
Call 433-TUNE for concert information 24 hours a day. 
All shows 9:30 - 12:30! 
Touch the Earth & Circle K 
present 
SPRING SHOPPING SPREE '9 1 
Wednesday April 13th 
WARREN CAMPUS CENTER 9am to 4pm 
PATIO 
SAVE 
UP 
TO 
m^mmmmmfMmm^Mmim 
40<% 0 On Spring & Summer Merchandise 
• Bali Batik Shirts 
• Nepali Cherry Blouses 
• Nepali Cherry Pants 
• Nepali Butterfly Jackets 
•Tibetian Suceuse 21 Sticks 
• Indian Glass Beads 
Many more items at sale prices. 
for the BUST prices of the year! 
Regular 
25.00 
25.00 
20.00 
30.00 
4.00 
1.00 
Sale 
15.00 
15.00 
12.50 
20.00 
2.50 
10/5.00 
Need a hand? 
An IRS-trained volunteer can help you with 
your taxes. FREE. Just call 1-800-TAX-1040. 
J Beat The v. 
Housing Rush 
Secure your place at 
Roosevelt Square 
before it's too late! 
Spacious Townhouses 
• Four bedrooms 
• Two full baths 
• Two living rooms 
• Dining room 
• Kitchen 
• Storage area 
Included in each... 
• Miniblinds all windows 
• Wall-to-wall carpet 
• Cable TV hookup 
• Available furnished 
or unfurnished 
One block from 
JMU main campus! 
Standard appliances... 
• Frost-free refrigerator 
• Icemaker 
• Range 
• Microwave oven 
• Dishwasher 
• Washer and dryer 
Call Roosevelt Square 
today! 
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Furnished model shown by appointment only 
432-9685 or 433-2615 f 
Africa  
continued from page 3 
activities for students at the 
university, which are provided by 
the resident director for the 
United States. 
Owusu-Ansah said there are 
also several historical places in 
Ghana that participants can 
enjoy. 
"Ghana itself used to be a 
British gold coast, an area of 
intense commercial activity by 
European nations," he said. 
Owusu-Ansah said that the 
country has fortified European 
trade posts and .restored historical 
structures for tourists in archives 
and museums, while some 
structures remain in ruins. 
To participate in the program, 
full time JMU students of junior 
standing with a cumulative 
grade- point average of 3.0 or 
better may apply to attend the 
program, he said. 
The process involves 
submitting an application to the 
International Studies Abroad 
office at Paul Street House, 
where they review the 
applications and select two or 
three to go to CIEE in New York. 
CTEE men chooses 20 students 
from all the applications received 
of the 24 universities to attend 
the program. 
Although Edwards has been 
accepted by the JMU program, 
she has not yet been accepted by 
CIEE. 
"Whether I go or not is 
contingent upon whether I get 
accepted by nationals and the 
cost of it," she said. 
The cost, depending on if the 
student pays in-state or out-of- 
state tuition, is the normal 
semester tuition fee which 
include room and board, plus a 
$2,575 supplemental study 
abroad fee, he said. 
Students may receive need- 
based scholarships from both 
JMU and CIEE to help pay for 
the program. 
JMU offers a number of new 
minority scholarships, while 
CIEE offers several different 
categories of scholarships, he 
said. 
One scholarship of CIEE is the 
National Security Education 
Program (NSEP), which is a 
federal program that started this 
past February, he said. 
The purpose of the NSEP is to 
encourage students to study 
abroad in non-traditional 
locations, such as Africa, Latin 
America, and Asia. With this 
scholarship, students can receive 
a maximum of $8,000 aid, 
Owusu-Ansah said. 
The deadline to study abroad 
in the spring semester of 1995, is 
November 31. 
Students interested in the 
Africa study abroad program may 
pick up an application at Paul 
Street House. 
Parking  
continued from page 3 
parking. 
"We have not considered 
taking commuter space, 
however," Menard said. "That is 
not under consideration." 
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lot, parking may still become 
available when the new building 
is completed, Cosgrove said. 
The existing Facilities 
Management complex will be 
demolished for parking, he said. 
Despite the elimination of O-     However, the space that will be 
made available will probably be 
used for Facilities Management 
and not as a replacement for O- 
Lot, he said. 
"That's up to the parking 
czars, but it will probably not be 
a general parking lot," he said. 
JOSH SEELY 
Greek Sing! i 
The sorority Zeta Tau Alpha came in second place at the Greek Sing with the dance 
number "Countdown to ZTA" last Thursday night at 7 p.m. In Godwin Hall. Sigma Sigma Sigma 
won first place for sororities. Alpha Kappa Lambda won first place for fraternities. 
2 Blocks to Campus 
MADISON SQUARE 
3 Bedroom 2 1/2 bath 
Fully furnished units 
Individual leases 
*SOME ROOMS REDUCED* 
Appliances furnished 
Central heat/air 
CALL TODAY 
434-1173 
COLDWELL BANKER 
HORSLEY AND CONSTABLE 
COLDUIGU. 
DANK.GR □ 
HORSLEY AND 
CONSTABLE 
HOMECOMING 1 994 
HOMECOMING 1 994 
HOMECOMING 1 994 
HOMECOMING 1 994 
HOMECOMING 1994 
Whvln 
film 
Pay More 
For The 
Same Movie? 
*? 
JS 
JIUU 
•ft 
HALIY«» 
ALLEV 
HOMECOMING     1994 
OCTOBER   17 -  22 
OCTOBER  17 - 22 
OCTOBER  1 7 - 22 
OCTOBER  17 - 22 
OCTOBER 1 7 - 22 
OCTOBER17-2 2, 
B 1 7 - 
Your Video World stores have 
THOUSANDS of great movies for Just 
99CI  Why pay three times as much for 
those same movies at Blockbuster? 
VIDEO 
WORLD 
Whuln The World (qo Antfwbere Else9 
Cloverleaf Shopping Center. 103 S. Carlton St. 
Open 10 To 10. Every Day. 
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IN THE ARMY, 
NURSES AREN'T JUST IN DEMAND. 
THEY'RE IN COMMAND. 
Any nurse who just wants a job can 
find one. But if you're a nurs 
ing student who wants to be in 
command of your own career, consider 
the Army Nurse Corps You'll be treated as 
a competent professional, given your own 
patients and responsibilities commensurate 
ARMY NURSE CORPS. 
with your level of experience. As 
Army officer, you'll command the 
respect you deserve. And with the added 
benefits only the Army can offer-a $5000 
signing bonus, housing allowances and 4 
weeks paid vacation-you'll be well in com- 
mand of your life Call 1-800-USA ARMY 
BE ALL YOU CAN BE. 
SEWN 
GREEK LETTERS 
SOLID & PRINT MATERIALS | FAST SERVICE 
CUSTOM SCREENPRINTING 
CUSTOM SCREENPRINTING 
NO SET-UP CHARGES • NO ART CHARGES 
Create Your Own 
for RESALE, CLUBS, TEAMS, 
FUNDRAISERS, PARTIES, eta 
THECMflRlflT. 
IS THE PLACE 
434-4824   • Valley Mall •   Next to J.C. Penney 
m °c>° *&*•*•' 
Combo 
• Any BIG 
12" Sub 
plus 
• Any 1 
Topping 
small pizza 
One Topping; 
Pizza 
2 Large 2 
Topping Pizzas 
433-3776 j   433-3776 
75 FOUR 
*•• 
+ tax    • 
Two Big 12" j 
Subs & Two 
FREE16oz.   j 
Drinks 
+ tax 
433-3776 
Two Big 12" 
Subs & Two 
FREE 16oz. 
Drinks 
433-3776 
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Allen  
continued from page 3 
law should be in that regard 
because that's the way it is for all 
other surgery." 
Allen's action guarantees a 
clash over one of the most 
politically charged issues in 
Virginia when the General 
Assembly returns to the state 
Capitol for ^^^^^^^^^^^^ 
its one- " 
day veto 
session 
April 20. 
The 
key will 
be the 
Senate, 
where 
abortion 
rights 
leaders 
orced the 
compromise language into the 
bill on two tense, 22 to 18 votes 
last month. The House of 
Delegates already has passed the 
tougher version. 
In the Senate, Allen needs to 
switch three votes. The most 
pressure will be on the four 
Northern Virginia Republicans 
who opposed him on both the age 
requirement and the issue of who 
could be notified: Sens. Jane 
Woods (Fairfax) and Warren 
Barry (Fairfax), Robert Calhoun 
(Alexandria) and John Chichester 
(Stafford). 
Woods said Friday she will not 
Police Log. 
continued from page 9 
change her vote, no matter how 
much Allen asks. "People are 
voting their hearts and heads," 
she said. "That kind of lobbying 
is totally inappropriate." 
Even so, some abortion-rights 
supporters said they fear that a 
governor's influence is difficult 
to resist. "It's going to be a very 
t o u g h , 
very close 
vote," 
said Sen. 
Janet 
Howell 
( D - 
Reston). 
/ want to get 
this to be a true 
parental 
notification bill. yy Howell 
and    her 
George Allen allies 
governor of Virginia argue that 
——^^—^— 17-year- 
olds are mature enough to make 
their own choices. They also 
contend that allowing other adult 
relatives to be notified instead of 
a parent   is   a  "pro-family" 
provision. Roughly half of all 
pregnant teenagers in Northern 
Virginia have abortions — 516 of 
987 in 1992, according to state 
figures. 
The parental notification issue 
has surfaced annually in Virginia, 
but anti-abortion groups have 
been frustrated again and again. 
Two years ago, the General 
Assembly passed such a bill only 
to have Democratic Gov. L. 
Douglas Wilder veto it. 
Allen, who won the GOP 
nomination last year with the 
support of religious 
conservatives, promised that he 
would force the measure through. 
After it died in a Senate 
committee in March, he took the 
extraordinary action of sending 
down special legislation and then 
lobbied furiously for its passage 
on the session's last day. 
But groups such as Pat 
Robertson's Christian Coalition 
were disappointed by the 
loopholes in the approved 
measure. Last week, the Christian 
Coalition sent a letter to its 
39,000 Virginia members as part 
of a lobbying campaign to 
strengthen the bill. 
Eileen Roberts, a 
Fredericksburg woman who 
founded Mothers Against 
Minors' Abortions, said she was 
cheered by Allen's response. 
"What Gov. Allen is doing is 
giving the state a real parental 
notification bill that will restore 
the rights of parents," she said. 
Even a leading abortion-rights 
advocate, Karen Raschke of 
Planned Parenthood, said that 
Allen was smart just to make the 
attempt. Even if he loses, he can 
score points with his political 
base just for trying, she said. 
— Cristie Breen contributed to 
this article 
The stereo system is valued at $190. 
Damage to the car is estimated at $150. 
• An unidentified individual allegedly 
broke into a car in X-lol and stole a 
stereo between 5 p.m. April 4 and 10:40 
a.m. April 5. The dashboard and window 
reportedly were damaged 
• An unidentified individual allegedly stole 
a Pentax Spotmatic 35mm camera and a 
telephoto lens from W-lot at 11:40 a.m. 
April 6. 
The items are valued at $310. 
• An unidentified individual allegedly 
stole a blue Jansport backpack from a 
hallway in Godwin Hall during Greek Sing 
at 10:05 p.m. April 7. 
The backpack contained a pair of 
jeans, a T-shirt, black ankle boots, two 
watches, a gold ring and a class ring. 
The items are valued at $500. 
• Unidentified individuals allegedly stole 
two mountain bikes from the Sigma Phi 
Epsilon fraternity house between 12:01 
a.m. and 1 a.m. April 8. 
One bike is described as a green 
Specialized Rock Hopper 21- speed 
men's mountain bike valued at $800. 
The other bike is described as a dark 
green and silver Gary Fisher model XM- 
11 21-speed men's mountain bike valued 
at $400. 
Both bikes were left unsecured in an 
unsecured office by the entrance to the 
house. Other bikes, also parked in that 
area, were gone but it was not 
determined if they were stolen. 
Parties were in progress at both the 
SPE house and the Pi Kappa Phi 
fraternity house at the time of the theft. 
Petty Larceny 
• An unidentified individual allegedly 
stole a gray sweatshirt, size 13 low-top 
white shoes, size 14 high-top shoes, a 
purple Sahara warm-up jacket and a 
purple or gray T-shirt from a football 
locker room April 6. 
The stolen items are valued at $191. 
The report was delayed to campus 
police. 
• An unidentified individual allegedly 
stole two wheelcovers from a 1989 Ford 
Probe in X-lot between 11 p.m. April 3 
and 5 p.m. April 5. 
The wheelcovers are valued at $140. 
• An unidentified individual allegedly 
stole two pizzas and an insulated pizza 
bag from an unsecured pizza delivery 
vehicle at Garber Hall between 12:01 
a.m. and 2 a.m. April 8. 
• Unidentified individuals allegedly stole 
bike parts from a bike parked at Miller 
Hall between 9 p.m. and 11 p.m. April 4. 
The seat, post and strobe light, 
reportedly were missing from the bike. 
Recovery of Stolen Property 
• Campus cadets reportedly found a lire 
hose on the ground outside Huffman Hall 
at 9:25 p.m. April 7. 
The cadets determined that the hose 
was not missing from Huffman Hall. 
At 10:45 p.m., the cadets discovered 
a fire hose cabinet with a missing fire 
hose in the Education Building. 
The safety engineer was notified. 
Number of drunk in public charges since 
Jan.11:40 
Call Today 432-1860 !! 
For a private showing 
Ask for Mike MXXOR 
1022 Blue Ridge Drive 
OFFICE HOURS: 1-5 PM 
Funkhouser & Associates, 
REALTORS* 
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Opinion 
Hart 
Put a voting student on the Board 
••• 
A fatal "Rambo" dart to the Harrisonburg Police 
Department for the April 4th shooting (and killing) 
of Mexican immigrant Chavez-Gaona between the 
eyes. Yes, he needed to be brought under control. 
Yes, he probably needed to be shot and wounded. 
But no, he didn't deserve to be killed. 
Sent in by Laurie Christiana. 
Pat... 
Virginia law states that no publicly funded 
university can have a voting student member 
sitting on its Board of Visitors. A student 
representative has sat on the JMU Board since 
1986, though a student vote has never been cast Some are 
now asking that the student representative be given a vote 
on all issues except those concerning personnel. 
This idea is one that needs to be seriously considered. 
The Student Government Association has voted once and 
even passed a bill of opinion supporting a student vote on 
the Board of Visitors. But it stands to be defeated in the 
Executive Council and some SGA senators do not support 
this increase of student representation. 
Not having a voting student on the BOV is a blatant 
lack of student representation. This needs to be changed 
and student concern is the most effective way to make 
that change happen. 
Intrinsically, we purpose of the university is to educate 
its students. If the university is there for its students, it 
seems only natural that said students should have more 
say as to what direction their education takes. 
Unfortunately, without any student vote whatsoever, this 
is neither the case at JMU, nor at any other state school in 
Virginia. Not only is this law unfair, but it is also far from 
democratic in principle. 
Like the lack of a voting faculty representative, this 
law helps to shift the balance of decision-making power 
into the laps of people whose qualifications are suspect 
With current board members hailing from as far away as 
Oregon, and with only one member residing in 
Hamaonburg, it is hard to imagine this governing body 
having a firm comprehension of the needs of the students. 
The Board of Visitors is a rubber stamp committee, and 
a loud-moumcd student would only be a wrench in the 
governmental cogs. And since restructuring and the "anti- 
red tape" movement, this stalling of the works would be 
particularly annoying to JMU*s hair-trigger decision- 
making process. 
The arguments the students are given for this denial of 
representation are bordering on insulting. It has been said 
that a student is not mature enough for such a position, 
that students simply are not qualified. One SGA senator 
even said that the issues the Board votes on are beyond 
student comprehension. What other qualifications or 
higher powers of comprehension could be needed other 
than understanding and expressing the needs of the 
students? 
Arguments for this "outside" Board of Visitors center 
not only on their qualifications as educational 
administrators, but also on the idea of objectivity. If the 
Board consists of outsiders, their votes will not be altered 
by bias. 
This idea does not make sense. A good BOV should be 
biased in the interests of the school. Those biases would 
result in more meticulous decision-making by the Board 
and a greater chance of fulfilling the needs of the 
university, as perceived by the students as well as the 
administration. 
Recendy, the SGA narrowly passed a bill of opinion in 
favor of the student vote. The vote now goes to the 
Executive Council, where Council members have already 
hinted at its defeat. It will then return to the SGA where a 
two-thirds majority will be required to override the 
Executive Council and pass the opinion. 
Enough opposition is present in the SGA to deny any 
two-uiiids majority; therefore, JMU will not be able to 
lobby at the statehouse for a student vote in the Board of 
Visitors. 
Clearly, it is in the students' best interests to have a 
young representative on the BOV and the only way this 
impending defeat of the bill of opinion can be stopped is 
through communication with SGA senators. They are here 
to serve the students, and the students definitely deserve 
to have a vote. 
The house editorial reflects the views of The Breeze 
editorial board which consists of the editor, managing 
editor and opinion editors. 
A big, fat, happy pat to Niki from PC Dukes for 
finding my precious little data planner. Without it 
I'm lost. 
Sent in by a relieved JMU student. 
Dart... 
A dart to the drivers of JMU campus vehicles who 
park their rigs in the forbidden fire lane in front of 
PC Dukes and on sidewalks throughout campus. 
Sidewalks are for getting to and from destinations, 
not parking. And what if there's a fire? 
Sent in by a student who thinks the parking 
department could make millions off JMU vehicle 
tickets. 
Pat... 
A pat to a loyal fan who is also a D-Hall 
employee. Thanks for bringing it to the attention of 
the basketball team that we have been leaving our 
trays on the tables at D-Hall. We realize that this is 
rude and inconsiderate, and we apologize for the 
inconvenience. We promise never to do this in the 
future. Thanks again for your support of our 
basketball program. 
Sent in by the men's basketball team. 
Hart... 
bditorial Policy Ni^ Motley... editor    Cralg Newman... managing editor 
Mark Sutton ... opinion editor     Karen Bogan ... asst. opinion editor 
Uam to the editor ihould be no more dan 350 worth, column, no moreihenSSO 
•anfc, and will be published on a apace available bath. They mutt be deli wed to TV 
fl*ae«r by noon Tuexhy or 5 pjn. Friday. 
Vt Breev ttmrm ihe tight» edit for derby end apace. 
The opurioru in thla tcdon do not naceawUy ttOtct theoptatan of due oempapte. 
Ah Kail, or Jamet Madkwn UrOvenlty. 
An are-you -that-deaf dart to the Hanson Hall 
courtyard residents who constantly rattle glass and 
shake walls with their blaring music. Ever heard of 
headphones? 
Sent in by a Hansonite who treasures her hearing. 
Pat... 
A pat to all of the JMU professors who cancelled 
their Saturday classes. 
Sent in by grateful students who value the extra 
time to sleep and play on Saturdays. 
»■■ 
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR 
^fArina^e action at JMUjs unfair; 
•wer admissions standards result 
Totheedrtor 
It's a shame that I am forced to start this letter to the 
editor in this way, but if I don't, I will be labeled a racist. 
The problem with life here at James Madison University, and 
the problem with society for that matter, is that when a white 
male disagrees with the opinion of a minority, he is labeled a 
racist. When the Student Government Association decided to 
not allot more money for a minority speaker, they were 
deemed "racist," even though they have allocated more than 
a fair share of money for that particular minority. I am not a 
racist nor an "Archie Bunker" white male. I do, however, 
disagree with the protesters involved in the Coalition of 
Concerned African-American Students and with their 
unrealistic goals for this campus. Label me whatever you 
want, as I'm sure some will with additional letters to the 
editor after this is printed. 
I am against lowering the standards of admission to 
James Madison University for any group whether they be 
black, Asian or purple for that matter. I would guess that the 
admission standards for minority candidates at JMU are 
already lower than the average for all students combined. 
The CCAA demands a meeting with President Carrier on 
Monday and then when they don't get a meeting by Tuesday 
they stage a protest. I'm sorry, but I don't think President 
Carrier would meet with his own family without more than a 
day's notice, much less a student organization whose goals 
are unrealistic, to say the least. He is a busy man whose 
contributions to this institution have been immeasurable, but 
since he cannot meet with your organization on a day's 
notice, you label him as uncaring. 
Increasing enrollment of black students at James 
Madison by 50 percent for the next freshman class would 
mean denying other non-minority students a place at JMU 
simply due to their race. This is already being done to a 
certain extent with affirmative action programs which admit 
students based more on their color than their academic 
ability. Am I a racist for disagreeing with you? Am I a racist 
for not supporting quotas which other students place at this 
institution based solely on their race and not academic 
ability? Am I a racist for resenting the fact that I am being 
forced to pay for the injustices of my ancestors? JMU offers 
an education to anyone who meets its requirements, and it 
even currently lowers its requirements to advance blacks 
within our society. When will there come a time when we 
acknowledge the fact that we have done all we can to make 
up for injustices of the past? It is nothing but wrong to allow 
a 50 percent increase of blacks in next year's freshman class 
using lower academic standards and denying other qualified 
students their chance for an education. 
Paul V. Morrison II 
senior 
marketing 
Women competent in military duty; 
dedication is required for both sexes 
To the editor: 
This letter is for all of those who still believe that women 
are unable to serve in the military or fight in combat. There 
are five main arguments that are used by those who are in 
opposition to women in the military. I will refute all five. 
"Not every woman can make it through basic training." 
Not every man can make it through basic training either. 
Only the most dedicated of men can train and discipline 
themselves to graduate from boot camp. Women who have 
the same drive and determination can graduate from boot 
camp also. 
"Women are not able to cope with the stress of killing an 
enemy face to face." If women want to go into combat, they 
must realize that killing an enemy is highly probable. Carol 
Barkalow, a colonel in the United States Army, interviewed a 
Vietnam veteran named Bill Hanake, who said,"it was the 
Viet Cong women who were the more disciplined, the 
tougher, who were the most willing to make sure their enemy 
wasn't going to be coming back at 'em." 
"Men will be overprotective of women." Men risk their 
lives for their comrades. Men will just be doing what they 
have always done, which is risking their lives for their 
comrades, whether they be male or female. 
"Women will not be able to bond with males and will 
interfere with the male bonding." Women and men can bond. 
I have seen it in my old high school and I see it now in the 
university. Why wouldn't women and men be able to bond 
while wearing camouflage? They'll be able to relate to one 
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another, chug beer and tell "old war stories." 
Women are capable of fighting in a war. They are tough 
enough — mentally and physically — for military service 
and have every bit of patriotism as men possess. During 
times of war, our numbers in the field can be increased 
greatly. If women want to fight in combat, they should have 
the right. 
Thomas Newman 
freshman 
music education 
Young Democrats thank Sen. Robb; 
endorsement to help group re-start 
To the editor: 
Sen. Charles Robb has done the Democrats of James 
Madison University a great service. The Young Democrats, a 
group that has suffered recently because of an absent 
president, has been recharged. Since we re-started the JMU 
Young Democrats in March, it was too late to seek financial 
support from the university. Under the leadership of myself 
and Dan Fromowitz, we have reformed the group and 
decided to become very active at JMU. 
The most important endorsement for our efforts thus far 
has come from Sen. Charles Robb. Robb has donated from 
campaign funds to the JMU Young Democrats in an effort to 
revitalize us and further promote the Democratic process that 
makes this country great. 
His financial help extends from the free donation of 
campaign materials, such as shirts, to the flat monetary 
donation we so needed. Perhaps the most important donation 
to the JMU community will come when the Senator 
addresses the students in the near future. I, on behalf of the 
JMU Young Democrats, would like to publicly thank Sen. 
Robb for his generosity and concern for our community here 
at JMU. After all, without some financial support, the JMU 
Young Democrats would not exist. Through his donation, 
one can see the care and consideration he has in making sure 
all student's beliefs can be heard and exercised. 
Jeffery C. McKay 
freshman 
political science 
(( 
How too much AstroTurf confused a generation 
We will have to endure the horror of our parents and teachers using words like 'rad' and 'cool' >> 
It is a beautifully warm and bright spring day. The 
sky is high — not a cloud — and quite blue. All the 
black slush that everybody had to trudge through in the 
waning days of winter is but a distant memory. Still 
pasty white, those who chose to hibernate during the 
cold season are outside of their dorms, stretching and 
bathing themselves to a crisp pink in the reborn sun. 
Everywhere, the college plays, like recess. Classes 
become a second thought and ped plaza becomes the 
social center of campus. Those who planned ahead 
show off their golden brown with tank tops and short 
denim shorts. If we were dogs, we would all be in heat. 
Over in the stadium, a pick-up game of ultimate 
frisbee is taking place on the field. A small crowd, 
mostly the players' friends, has gathered to watch and 
enjoy the day. In the game, the action is picking up. 
The disc is tossed swiftly toward an end zone, leading 
a teammate, who is almost running under the spinning 
frisbee. In the zone, the receiver, Jim, dives and, 
parallel to the ground, snags the disc before crashing 
down upon the hard and abrasive AstroTurf. 
AstroTurf? What's wrong with this picture? 
Nothing, if you ask the people who decided to 
install the turf. It's cheaper and easier to maintain — 
bottom line, that is why Jim is limping around with a 
stinging wound on his thigh. However, if you ask Jim, 
the AstroTurf is just another example of how the 
people in charge are content with a cheap imitation of 
the real thing. 
Much of what we read, watch and hear is 
consciously directed toward our age group (Generation 
Bunk). The media has given us an AstroTurf identity and 
is doing its best to cater to that identity. As we all know 
by now, that identity is typified by an unmotivated, 
attention- lacking, can't-handle-the-real-world teenager. 
While this stereotype may have some truth to it, it is 
important to understand how we got that way. The truth 
is that our generation has been confused with paradoxes. 
Ask any older person about his or her past. More often 
than not they will wax nostalgia and gleefully recall the 
old days when they ran around in the grass or spent time 
in that out-of-the-way little coffee shop, contemplating 
life. Stories like this gave me things to look forward to — 
one day, I would be the one sharing my memories. 
But just as I was about to order an espresso, I realized 
that the coffee shop I was in wasn't a shop at all, but a 
single franchise in a hugely impersonal chain of quaint 
little coffee shops. Just as I was about to play in the grass, 
they tore it up and put in the turf. These same people who 
clung to their memories have stripped me of mine. Like 
the AstroTurf in the stadium, the preceding generation has 
given us a cheap imitation of the real thing. Brady Bunch, 
Pet Rocks, McDonald's Universities — we never had a 
chance. 
We are also the generation that has suffered from 
facilitated fun and AstroTurf expression. In the 60's, 
young people went out and experienced life on their 
own. Danger and risk were part of those experiences 
but that is what made them valuable. But then those 
hippies grew up and were born again. So to keep us out 
of trouble, they plan cheezy mixers with plenty of 
cake, ice cream and dance music and wonder why 
nobody shows up. 
Express ourselves? Where, on MTV? Even the 
single biggest personification of our generation is 
owned by a huge company who profits from our every 
song, poem or "buzz clip." And we have no say in the 
matter. In the end, the commercials and AstroTurf will 
always win out. And we will have to endure the horror 
of our parents and teachers using words like "rad" and 
"cool" in a pitiful effort to "speak our language," when 
in essence, all they are providing is a cheap imitation 
of whatever culture we, as a generation, have to call 
our own. 
Even in the spring, when youth is vibrant and life, 
for the most part, feels natural, one catches the stiff 
breeze of plasticism and shivers. But, like all progress, 
it is a change we most likely will have to endure. Just 
be glad they haven't turfed our brains yet. Or have 
they? 
Breeze columnist Mark Sutton had a Pet Rock, but it 
ran away from him. 
Fill this space; contribute a letter or column to The Breeze. 
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Getting paid in full... 
From egg 
rolls to floor 
cleaning, the 
students of 
Venture 
Creation are 
cashing in on 
their 
education 
by Jason Corner 
 staff writer  
Getting a grade in a class can be a 
real struggle. But imagine having to 
get the grade and make a profit. 
That's just what graduate student 
Nahn Nguyen does, as founder of 
local company, Eggrolls Etc., created 
this year. 
"It was real simple," Nguyen said. 
"I made a bunch of egg rolls for my 
friends, and some of them said, 'Man, Seniors Matt Ekstrom and Goodie Goodwin, make egg rolls with Eggrolls Etc. founder Nhan Nguyen, 
these are good.'" Below, Goodie Goodwin cuts open the finished product. 
Nguyen co-owns Eggrolls Etc. with 
PHOTOS BY ROGER WOLLENBERG 
seniors Matt Ekstrom and Ulysses Goodwin III. The 
business suppUes frozen classic Vietnamese-style egg 
rolls for local caterers and restaurants to serve. 
The product can currently be found at Luigi's, and 
they plan to branch out to other area restaurants in the 
near future, according to Nguyen. 
Eggrolls Etc. didn't come into 
being through Nguyen's diligence 
alone. In fact, it's a school project. 
Nguyen is in management 
professor Roger Ford's class 
Venture Creation, where the 
workload is, essentially, to start 
and operate your own business. 
Ford could not be reached for 
comment. 
Ekstrom said of the 
Management 372 class, "It's a two- 
part class with entrepreneurship." 
Thirty percent of each student's 
grade is based on the actual 
amount of profits made, he said. 
Senior Chris Alvarez, who owns 
Collegiate Carpet Cleaners Inc. as a Venture Creation 
project, said, "The main objective of the class is very 
competitive." 
He explained that the final presentation will require 
each student to tangibly prove to Ford exactly how 
well the real-life business did. 
Instead of a traditional curriculum crammed with 
lectures and required readings, the typical Venture 
Creation class consists of lectures by local business 
people and other business professors. 
Each speaker concentrates on different aspects of 
real-world business management, from marketing 
down to business law. 
Alvarez said of the guest speakers, "It's been 
extremely beneficial to have those services. When the 
banker came in, he talked about what kind of things 
you had to do to get loans; a 
computer specialist talked about 
accounting programs." 
Senior Beverly Savich, who 
operates Graphic Presentations 
through the class, said, "I think it's 
great for all the questions you run 
into along the way." 
Some of these questions, 
especially regarding business law, 
have been an immediate concern 
for students. 
Starting a business involves 
getting a license, filling out federal 
and state tax forms, and opening a 
business bank account. 
Also, giving the business a 
name other than the name of the owner requires filing 
paperwork with the county clerk. 
Alvarez said, "Since this is also done in a class, it all' 
has to be documented." The students are required to 
periodically turn in reports to Ford. 
"[He] gives us help and advice, and the small 
business center gives us help and advice, counseling 
basically," Alvarez said.. 
Alvarez's didn't have to wait long before his carpet 
business began steadily serving customers.   Since all 
off-campus students are required by lease to have their 
carpet professionally cleaned, Alvarez found his to be 
market ready-made. 
"It's basically set up for the benefit of the students," 
Alvarez said, although he has also been contracted for 
a retail store in Staunton. He has also completed work 
for a limited number of students at cost, in order to 
build up a reputation in the area. 
Alvarez said that because of the small size of the 
operation, he is able to charge half of what a larger 
company would. Alvarez will be continuing the 
company into the summer and says he may even 
continue to operate it if it proves successful enough. 
Alvarez is aided by senior classmates Remus 
Capota, Mike Hinson and Marcus McCree. As the 
business's sole proprietor, however, Alvarez finds that 
much of the actual management work falls on him. 
"Everybody's making up graphs, reports, but the 
bulk of labor-intensive work I do," he said. 
In Nguyen's company, however, all the partners 
work under the yolk of their main task, making egg 
rolls. 
Nguyen says that although his mother made them 
when he was growing up, he had never actually tried 
making them himself until coming to college. 
"Egg rolling is monotonous," Nguyen said. While 
the company specializes in the traditional egg roll, the 
owners have experimented with different contents, 
including the micro-burrito, the Cajun chicken egg roll 
and the less successful micro-calzone. 
Like Alvarez, Nguyen has been selling the egg rolls 
at cost in order to build up a reputation for his 
company. 
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Savich runs a business less exotic and more close to 
home, particularly for JMU seniors. 
"I'm graduating in May, and I know I don't have 
anything to really remember Madison by," she says. 
To that end, Savich started the company Graphical 
Presentations with fellow seniors Jamie Ellis and Eric 
Grinnel. 
The company puts together graduation packages 
with specially designed items like T-shirts and shot 
glasses. 
Another member of the class, senior Mark Massey, 
manages T-Bone, a company specializing in the sale of 
bike racks. 
Even though the students of Venture Creation enjoy 
reaping the rewards of their businesses, the challenge 
of juggling acadcmia and management can be a strain, 
to say the least. 
Alvarez said,"It's been taking up about two to three 
times the work of any of my classes." 
"Basically it comes down to time management," 
said Nguyen, who also works full time at the Hampton 
Inn in Staunton. "Graduate school has taken a back 
seat" 
Despite this, most of the students in Venture 
Creation have found it to be a valuable experience, and 
plan to remain their own bosses out of school. 
"Everybody came in with their big dream," Nguyen 
said. 
Over the course of the class, he has learned to take 
that dream and work downward to the more practical 
and basic aspects of running the business, without 
losing sight of original goals, he said. 
"I had something to hold onto when things were 
hard." 
>    Egg roll king Nhan Nguyen cleans up after a hard 
day's work. 
Music majors selected for Disneyland bands 
TOODWPIANTE 
Music majors Mike Diorio, Lillian Gregory, and Rusty Blevins will perform at Disneyland this summer. 
by Jason hart 
contributing writer 
What do Nancy Kerrigan, Lorena Bobbit, a six-foot 
rodent; in red Suspenders and five talented JMU 
students have in common? 
Disneyland, of course. 
While the first two only vacationed there after 
enjoying periods of media stardom, Mickey Mouse 
and the students provide entertainment at the park. 
Approximately 15 JMU students traveled to Boston 
and Philadelphia to audition for the Disney program. 
Selections were based on individual performance and 
sight reading of several types of music, ranging from 
jazz and rock to classic Disney songs. 
During the auditions a brief informal interview was 
conducted with each applicant between sets. 
According to Sophomore Patrick Glynn, the 
interview was given to ensure mat the prospective 
employees would fit in with the Disney image, which 
he described as a "wholesome, all-American image." 
Of the thousands of students who tried out at the 12 
audition cites nationwide, only 45 were selected. Four 
JMU music majors and one graduate students will join 
other young adults from across the nation to perform at 
three Disney theme parks for the All-American 
College Bands and Alumni Band entertainment 
program. These show bands perform choreographed 
big band and marching band music. 
Tenor saxophone player Rusty Blevins, a junior at 
JMU, said most universities are honored when one or 
two students are accepted to the Disney program. 
Graduate student Bill Schnepper said, "Having five 
JMU students participating in a program such as 
Disney's is reflective of JMU's reputation as a school 
with a good music program.'' 
Blevins said, "JMU has a good reputation with 
[Disney]. People from here have always done a good 
job in the All*American College Band." 
Senior Mike Diorio, a percussionist who earned a 
spot at Disneyland, said, "This really is the experience 
of a lifetime. It is something that can happen only once 
during your college years." 
During the day, the students will play in a marching 
band around the park. At night they will perform in a 
bigband. 
The daily performance experience the students gain 
isn't the only perk for working with Disney. This is a 
full-time, full-paying job with living accommodations 
provided. 
From May 29 to August 14, the students perform 
for four or five hours a day with the rest of the day 
spent in rehearsals and practice. Sometimes the 
students are joined by guest performers during their 
practice and entertainment sets. Students gain valuable 
music knowledge by working with the famous guest 
performers. Notable musicians such as Bobby Shue of 
the Buddy Rich Band, famed drummer Steve 
Houghton and jazz trumpet player Marvin Stamm 
have played with the All-American College Band in 
past years. 
Schnepper worked for Disney's band in 1991, said, 
"Being able to perform with and learn from top-notch 
professional musicians is definitely a unique 
opportunity." 
An experience like this doesn't come easy. For 
many of the students auditioning, this was the second 
or third year they tried to work for Disney. 
Glynn was offered a performance job on his first 
try. He will be playing two instruments for Disney, a 
factor that contributed to his being selected. During 
the day he will play the tuba. At night he will strum 
the bass guitar. "It is nice for me because I'll get dual 
experience," he said. 
It is this experience and opportunity, teamed with 
Disney's reputation, that initially caught the students' 
attention when they were looking for summer jobs. 
"As a job, this is one of the biggest things you can 
put on a resume, to say I was part of the Disney 
program because of the playing experience," Glynn 
said. 
Blevins, who will perform at Disneyland in 
California, said, "I have not been to the West Coast, 
so I hope to be able to make some contacts for future 
opportunities." 
Schnepper understands how important those future 
contacts can be. After a job well done for the college 
band, he was asked to return, this time to work in 
Epcot Center's Duke Ellington Alumni Band. 
According to Schnepper, making new friends and 
having fun helped to make the summer job more 
memorable. "It was such a great experience the first 
time. I gained a lot of knowledge about the real music 
world," he said. 
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Recycle, 
Reuse, 
Reduce! 
|%CiO^SVioppiNd 
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Mental illness 
has warning signs, too. 
Withdrawal from social 
activities. Excessive anger. 
These could be the first 
warning signs of a mental 
illness. Unfortunately, most of 
us don't recognize the signs. 
Which is tragic. Because 
mental illness can be treated. 
In fact. 2 out of 3 people who 
get help, get better. 
For a free booklet about 
mental illness and its warning 
signs, write to or call: 
National Mental Health Association 
P.O. Box 17389, 
Washington, DC. 20041 
1-800-969-NMHA. 
Lean to we the warning signs. 
Hunters Ridge 
434-5150 
It's That Simple! 
The Prudential Funkhouser 
& Associates Inc.Property 
Management Division 
* Price per person Condo Only 
"JLM,U. Guis Sewing J.ALIL STubems' 
_ 
Singles, confused where to live? 
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5 Large 
FREE 
Pizzas!* 
Let The Commons match you with roommates! 
•Sign a lease 
with THE 
COMMONS 
Each hilly furnished 
4 bedroom apartment 
comes with: 
* Free Cable television 
(a S6S0 swings - includes 
HBO/HTS/MTV/ESPN/ete.) 
* Double bed in each bedroom 
* Full size washer and dryer 
* 5 Telephone hookups • one in the 
kitchen and one in each bedroom 
* S Cable hookups - one in the 
living room and one 
in each bedroom 
* Built in microwave oven 
* Patio or balcony 
* Free Water and Sewer 
* Free trash pick-up 
* Full time maintenance 
Ofnc«Hour» 
Mm. M- *S 30 
between April 1st 
and April 17th 
and receive gift 
certificates for 5 
large 1 topping 
pizzas from 
PAPA JOHN'S! 
432-0600 '   869-B PORT REPUBLIC RD. 
Reserve Your Seat! 
GT Triple Triangle Design Chromoly Frame, with 21 Speeds. 
Dual SIS, Hyperdrive-C, 
and RapidFire Plus Shifters. 
Check Them Out! 
W 
Since 1975 
Tlmberline $399 434-5151 
 1570 S. Main St. Harrisonburg 
Releases 
** Hole 
«■ Overwhelming Colorfast 
Open Midnight Tonight 
The dictionary has at 
least three definitions for 
"value" So do we. 
CmrUm IfD**,. »■ *mM»f»m4lmiwmm. 
Omty $1,60.00. 
■imvm 
Onfytl.mOO. 
ncmnm, 
mmdAffka^SOO Urn CD-ROM 
0*fytlS38.00. 
Giving people more value fcr their money has node Maantosh" the best-seDing 
penfWilcoiiJ|>fe on cauyuw and JfltM re coun- 
try for the past two years' And thai*; a trend thai 
is likely lo continue. Bectuse there ire Macintosh and PowerBook" models 
Afford.»ble computers from Apple 
available within your budget. Meaning you get it all. Power Quality. And afford- 
ability. Its that simple. So, if that sounds like value 
to you, visit your Apple Campus 
Reseller today. And leave your dictionary at home. Applet. 
For further information visit 
JMU Bookstore 
Vfarren Hall • 568-3989 
•n
-
^/j*o/»M»»o«»"i'. •**'•*'■"«< «*•»«***« ■fcVWim pmim0m\/&mrmimmmm* >>*«* a*~.fe 
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If you are interested in xvriting for The Breeze, call News 
at X6699, Focus at X6729, Style at X3846, Opinion at 
X3846 or Sports at X6709. 
cj DRUNK DRIVING DOESN'T 
JUST KILL DRUNK DRIVERS. 
Alonzo Drake, killed S/17/91 at 
10:53pm on Robbins Rd., Harvest, AL. 
Next time your friend insists on 
driving: drunk, do whatever it takes to 
stop him. Because if he kills innocent 
people, how will you live with yourself? 
FRIENDS DON'T LET FRIENDS DRIVE DRUNK 
ASSORTED 
FLAVOR, 
REGULAR OR 
SUGAR FREE 
Kroger 
Deluxe 
icecream 
1/2-Gal. 1-LB. PKC. 
REGULAR OR RED RIND 1-LB. PKC. SLICED HORMEL 
Oscar Mayer   Black Label 
Meat Bologna      Bacon 
BUY ONE'GET ONE BUY ONE'GET ONE 
FREE!    FREE! 
Now it's more convenient 
than ever to shop 
at Kroger because you can 
now use your 
VISA, MASTERCARD, 
MOST OR 
DISCOVER CARDS 
at the checkout! 
ADVERTISED ITEM POLICY: Each of these advertised items is required to be 
PRICES GOOD SUN. APRIL 10 THROUCH 
APRIL 16 199-1 IN HARRISONBURr. 
RESERVE THf RIGHT TO LIMIT OUANTITIES 
NONE SOLD TO DEALERS 
■s».i«aw»E»n«nmi»sm'«wi»a««ii 
I. If we do run out of an acl /ertised item, we will offer vou your choice 
ible item . Fleeting the savings or a raincheck 
h will entitle vou to purcha ,editem. ',c-d price 
n 50 days. Only one vendor coupon will be accepted per item purchased. 
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New magazine links 
to college students 
by Anne Marriott 
stqffwriter 
Finally, college students are 
getting the respect they deserve. 
Or so says Mark Char nock, 
editor-in-chief of Link magazine 
— the most recent in college- 
geared publications. 
"We wanted to create a 
magazine that respected college 
students," Chamock said. 
Charnock, a 1988 graduate of 
JMU, used to work for V! 
magazine, but became 
disillusioned when the magazine 
fell under new ownership. Rather 
than writing articles, Charnock 
said, the magazine became more 
of a collaboration of sound bytes 
and quick celebrity facts. This is 
something he and managing 
editor Ty Wenger are hoping to 
stay away from with their new 
publication. 
"We're trying to provide 
insights rather than just 
information," Charnock said. 
To do this, the magazine is 
running more in-depth feature 
stories on issues the staff feels 
are important to college students. 
For example, in the premier 
issue, there were stories on 
college sexual practices and 
political correctness. 
Another aspect of the 
publication, which Charnock 
believes will keep it more in 
touch with college students, is its 
internet hook-up. Students across 
the country can speak their minds 
simply by plugging into Internet 
and sending a message to the 
editors. 
On one page of the magazine 
called Billboard, students can 
voice their opinions of President 
Clinton's performance in the 
White House by sending a 
message over e-mail. 
All in all, the magazine is one 
that will talk with students rather 
than talking at them, Charnock 
said. 
The idea for a magazine that 
would involve college students 
came from Peter Craft, an Ithaca 
College graduate. 
Craft,    Link's    publisher, 
rovides insights 
into college li 
KRISTIN ROUGH 
The premiere issue of Link magazine was sent free to students 
mail boxes last month. The next issue is due out in September. 
managed to set up the initial 
working capital, and when the 
magazine was ready to "staff up," 
now National Advertising 
Director Rob Aronson and 
Wenger came on board. 
It's a project that's been in the 
making for a little over a year 
now, with the premiere issue 
released in March. 
The staff is made up of a 
standard set of editors, but also 
relies on the work of rotating 
staff writers and college writers 
and editors. 
So far, Charnock said, the 
magazine has had a good 
response to its premiere issue. 
"It's been really positive," he 
said. Chamock said this comes 
from a combination of elements. 
The glossy texture, he said, is 
appealing to students. So, too, is 
the fact that the magazine is sent 
directly to student mailboxes. 
The cost of an annual 
subscription of six issues is $15. 
But most importantly, said 
Charnock, is the fact that the 
stories are what the readers want. 
"It's editorial that's respective 
of students," he said. 
Student response to the 
premiere issue at JMU was 
generally good. 
Students tended to like the 
general layout of the magazine 
and were attracted to the 
revealing picture of a male and 
female embracing on the cover. 
The picture served as an 
illustration for an article about 
sex in the '90's. 
"One of the reasons I looked 
through it was because of the 
picture on the front," sophomore 
Blair Copen said. 
Sophomore Lori Penney liked 
that the magazine was put in 
student mailboxes. "It was kind 
of a neat idea to put it in our 
mailboxes," she said. 
Junior Chris Osl also liked the 
idea of the computer connection 
between the magazine editors and 
its readers. He said this will 
attract readers. "If it's something 
that's advertised and it gets 
through to the people, then sure, 
people will use it," he said. 
With the next issue of Link due 
out in September, Charnock 
hopes to put out three issues next 
semester and three out in the 
spring semester. 
Charnock said the magazine 
will be sent to larger public 
universities. And yes, it will be 
sent to JMU. 
"I couldn't see putting out a 
college magazine without it 
going to JMU," he said. 
Sing me a song 
Melodic messengers bring 
creativity into art of giving 
by Lee Bumgarner 
stqffwriter 
Romance is not dead, at least not at JMU. 
A singing group ofmen are doing their part to make sure that 
the university's couples have a little "mood" music to go along 
with there candlelight dinners. 
On Valentine's Day, senior Sandra Pafford opened her dorm 
room door only to find this group of suit and tie adorned men 
lined up, waiting to serenade her. 
"It's rather unusual for guys to come to up to you and start 
singing," Pafford said. 
The Sinfonian Singers were the tie-wearing group of crooners 
who delivered a song at Pafford's front door when her boyfriend, 
senior Jeffrey Mitroff, a member of the group, decided to 
personally deliver her Valentine's. 
"It was nice to know that there are people out there that value 
music enough to sing to people," she said. "I found it to be 
special and was really glad that they decided to do it." 
The Sinfonian Singers sent another note of cheer when they 
sang "You are My Sunshine" to senior Wendy Gilbert. Her 
hallmates in Converse Hall came out of their rooms to observe. 
"When you think about it, one of the most romantic things you 
can have done to you is getting serenaded," she said. 
These spreaders of romance formed into the Sinfonian Singers 
last semester when a group of brothers from Phi Mu Alpha music 
fraternity who enjoyed singing together decided to provide a 
singing service to the campus. 
For Valentine's Day, the group put an ad in The Breeze. They 
received about ten or 15 calls, junior member Rich Waters said. 
People can hire the group to sing one song for five dollars and 
two songs for eight dollars, senior Erin Rettig said. 
Besides doing such songs as "You Are My Sunshine," "I Think 
of You in my Dreams" and "Happy Birthday," the group also 
sings original compositions by a '93 JMU graduate and former 
member Scott Williamson. 
The group has also come up with some variations of traditional 
songs. Waters created the versions of "Happy Birthday" and 
"You are My Sunshine" that the group sings. 
Besides the joy of redoing songs and singing, the Sinfonian 
Singers also enjoy the responses their songs evokefrom others. 
"I love to perform, seeing the reaction of people, giving you 
applause, really makes it worth it," Waters said. 
Waters also finds satisfaction in the effect his music has on 
those who they sing to. "Most of them seem kind of surprised. It 
kind of catches them off- guard. It's a nice change of pace I 
guess," he said. 
Waters enjoys the challenge of singing too. "Its been an all- 
around fun experience," he said. 
And, the service provided by the Sinfonian Singers sounds like 
a fun way to give, too, according to students. Sophomore Carolyn 
Theirbach said, " I think it is a good idea. I might use it if I 
wanted to wish someone a happy birthday." 
Not everyone finds this approach to gift-giving romantic, 
though. 
Sophomore Chris Hartary prefers a more personal approach to 
such things. 
"I don't know if I would have a group of people do it for 
someone, I"d rather do it. I think when it comes down to a 
personal relationship, it takes a personal touch," Hartary said. 
But, many students think a singing telegram is a creative and 
thoughtful present. 
"It would take a lot of creativity and a lot of care just to think 
of doing that," freshman Laura Walko said. 
Besides firing musical cupid arrows, the group also performs at 
recitals. They sang at the American Musicale, a recital organized 
last semester by Phi Mu Alpha and Sigma Alpha Iota, a female 
music fraternity. 
The group's future seems bright according to sophomore Mau 
Carey. "We're looking forward to singing at possibly some of the 
football or basketball games next year," he said. 
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Acting festival offers mix of plays 
by Patrick Blanchard 
staff writer 
The crash of the swords, cheap beer, the 
comedy styles of Monty Python and Neil 
Simon and Plungers all have one thing in 
common: the One-Act Festival. 
The festival is a collection of one-act 
plays directed by JMU students presented 
in Theatre II. The plays vary in content, 
accommodating many audiences. 
There is something for everyone at the 
festival. There's comedy and action. 
"Visitor from Forrest Hills" is the third act 
from "Plaza Suite" by Neil Simon; 
"Militant Vegetarians" and "Alexandra" 
are two original comedies written by their 
directors sophomore Mike Zlogar and 
sophomore Alice Donohoe; "Lone Star" is 
a play about brothers and beer; "(they 
fight!)" is a collection of fight scenes 
from various plays. 
As with the current festival, the 
previous version features a variety of 
material, as well as giving students the 
opportunity to direct without having to 
enroll in THEA 355, Directing for the 
Theatre. 
"The festival was designed to give 
students who couldn't take the directing 
class a chance to direct plays not too 
technically difficult," junior and co- 
director of "(they fight!)" Toby Billowitz 
said. 
Zlogar is also impressed with the 
opportunities thai the festival creates. 
"It's an excellent, excellent chance to 
see original shows," Zlogar said. "It gives 
new actors a chance. All the actors in my 
play, except one, are freshmen who 
haven't had any theatre experience here at 
JMU. It's just a joy to see it all come 
together from a desire to do the theater, to 
have it all come together in a show." 
Seniors Mark Poole and Tim Vert 
along with juniors Matt Tureck and Dave 
Frydrychowski were members of a 
committee that proposed that this spring 
festival highlight the work of people who 
had a desire to direct. 
Frydrychowski has a vested interest in 
the festival. Along with Billowitz he 
directs and stars in "(they fight!)," a 
collection of stage combat scenes. 
Senior Brian Fields is directing and 
starring in "Lone Star," a show about two 
brothers and their relationship. "Lone 
Star," despite it's crude language and light 
comedy, is a deep play about the love and 
hate two brothers feel for each other, 
according to Fields. 
His show, however, will not just be 
performed at Theatre II. It will performed 
at JM's at 10p.m. tonight and at the Little 
ERICA BLEEG 
Junior Sarah Burke (I) and sophomore Erin McDermott act in "Alexandra," 
written and directed by Alice Donohoe, part of this week's One Act Festival. 
Grill on Wednesday at 9:30p.m. 
Comedy is also a major part of the 
festival as seen in "Militant Vegetarians," 
a play full of plot twists about grass-roots 
movements and mad scientists with a 
damsel in distress. Freshman and lead 
actor Ben Rodgers described it as "A 
Monty Python melodrama full of sexual 
euphemisms." 
This play along with the others in the 
festival, are designed to interest more 
than those directly involved in the plays. 
Zlogar believes that the festival is a 
great experience for those who aren't 
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Fund-raisers, performances 
bring arts to community 
by Karen McLaughlin 
 asst. style editor  
Just as Dick Van Dyke created 
sidewalk art in the movie 
"Mary Poppins," the JMU 
community will have the 
opportunity to use their artistic 
ability to decorate the commons. 
As part of the activities for 
Festival of the Arts, Monday 
through Thursday, students are 
encouraged to "Chalk Out." 
Leslie Nicholas, chair of the 
Festival of the Arts Committee 
said that chalk will be provided 
in hopes that "everybody will 
dig in and become their own 
sidewalk artist." 
While this creativeness on the 
commons will bring the arts to 
anyone who passes by, the 
week's other activities will 
provide students with the 
opportunity to recognize the 
existence of the arts on campus 
and take advantage of fundraisers 
sponsored by various art 
organizations. 
"We have such a magnificent 
pool of talent right here," 
Nicholas said. "We think it is 
probably a very good exercise to 
try to get students involved, 
students in the arts involved in 
making themselves visible to the 
community, because frankly that 
is the task they will be faced with 
when they leave." 
He said the purpose of the 
events are to give student arts 
organizations the chance to raise 
money needed to attend future 
festivals. 
"We have also tried to provide 
a way for student art 
organizations of various types to 
raise money for themselves 
through their own activities," 
Nicholas said. 
The Flute Club is one 
organization that will take 
advantage of this opportunity. 
Members will offer students 
the chance to "eat a flute" at 
lunchtime on Tuesday and 
Thursday when they sell sub 
sandwiches in the PC Ballroom. 
The money raised will go 
toward the composition contest 
that the club sponsors each year. 
The contest involves composing 
a work for the flute choir. 
The composer of the winning 
work receives a monetary prize. 
The Jazz Ensemble and the 
Jazz Band will also raise money 
this week so they will be able to 
attend various jazz festivals 
around the country. 
"Two Bands-Two Bucks" will 
feature a jazz dance at 8 p.m. 
Thursday in the PC Ballroom. 
Other groups of student 
musicians will perform 
throughout the week. 
Other performances include a 
concert by the Percussion 
Ensemble on Monday at 8 p.m. in 
the Music Building, room 108. 
There will also be faculty 
performances by soloists Dr. 
Robert Ashby on cello, Leslie 
Nicholas on clarinet and Mike 
Nicholas on marimba. 
Artists will also share their 
talent with the JMU community. 
The student art organizations 
will display their work as well as 
give students the opportunity to 
take an active role in the 
festivities. 
Art will surround the PC 
Ballroom when student artists 
sell their own pieces from 9 a.m.- 
4:30 p.m. on Monday and 
Tuesday and 8 a.m.-5 p.m. on 
Thursday. 
On Thursday, JMU artists will 
also encourage students to show 
off their creativity. 
Participants will have the 
opportunity to display their 
craftmanship skills with the 
potter's wheel. 
In addition, members of the 
arts organizations will draw 
caricatures and demonstrate 
oragami. 
The festival closes with a 
performance by the Madison 
Singers at 8 p.m. at Emmanuel 
Episcopal Church. These twenty- 
six members will sing both 
sacred and secular music from 
the last 400 years. 
The festival will benefit more 
than those directly involved in 
the festivities. 
Students will be exposed to 
activities and events that they 
may not have previously 
experienced. 
"It offers them a broadening of 
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Put a coin in the juke 
box for old school blues 
^Larry Cooper 
::•;:: ^ ,..::■  '.'   ■?.''" v:;  Senior writer       ;    \  in i ;,."-';,-| ,:„-■,',; ■ 
Much of life in American society involves playing a role. 
We define ourselves: we find a niche to fill, and our value is 
determined by our solidity and competence in filling that niche. 
Smoke N' is the manifestation of this theory applied to the 
music scene. 
They triumph when they stick to the mix of blues, funk, folk 
and rockabilly that has made them a force in the Northern 
Virginia club scene, and they stumble almost comically when 
they stray into musical territory which, for them, is better left 
alone. 
REVIEW 
The band's debut compact disc, "Avenue to Ecstasy," runs the 
gamut from slow, grinding blues to upbeat, rockabilly funk. 
Smoke N's strongest suit lies in their prowess as bawdy barroom 
rockers. 
Their music works best when attempts at innovation are 
scrapped in favor of solid, aggressive blues rhythm textures and 
straightforward lyrics, most of which are about trying to get laid. 
"Love In My Pocket," the CD's first track, lays a solid 
foundation with tight rhythms and lyrics such as "Your love can 
be so bold, you often catch me unexpectedly." Singer-guitarist 
Bobby Harris delivers the words with conviction, while bassist 
John David Coppola and drummer Meredith Schaefer provide a 
tight, steady backbeat. 
Once the music starts, it becomes apparent that there is 
absolutely nothing "new" about it, and there doesn't have to be. 
When Smoke N* is flowing through the speakers, you can 
almost smell the cigarette smoke and stale beer j>f a late-night 
barroom. 
Smoke N*'s music is not so much something to "listen to" but 
merely to be: "heard,'* as one might "hear** me jukebox in the 
background while leaning up against the bar, caressing a tall one. 
In this context, Smoke N' comes across as a kick-ass club 
band, as straightforward and; unpretentious as a pool cue striking 
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Blues  
continued ttom page 22 
the eight ball or the sticky skim of 
beer on the men's room floor. 
In "I'm A Good Thing," one 
of the strongest tracks on the CD, 
lead vocalist Carolyn Tenore 
brags "I've got lots of money and 
I spread it around," and shows an 
amusing angle on the attempted 
pickup line gone bad, goading 
her target with lyrics like 
"Everybody's laughing at you 
because you're not going home 
with me." 
Meanwhile, a blues harmonica 
accents her anguish while the 
rhythm section pumps out an 
almost addictive backbeai. 
Smoke N's music is not for 
college want-to-be- pseudo- 
intellectual types, nor is it for 
big-city sophisticates with Enya 
emanating softly from the five- 
disk changer of the Lexus. The 
lyrics are simple to the point of 
near inaneness, but that's not the 
point 
While checking out the scene 
at the bar or shooting pool or 
trying to swing something with a 
member of the opposite sex, you 
probably aren't listening to music 
to glean some new apocalyptic 
view of our crumbling society or 
gain some higher artistic ideal. 
Instead, Smoke N's bluesy 
groove makes a sort of backdrop 
for the evening. 
It fits in as part of an overall 
night on the town. The music 
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COURTESY OF TISARA INC. 
Smoke N\ a band that plays the Northern Virginia club scene, 
mixes funk and the blues in their CD., "Avenue to Ecstasy." 
stays pleasantly unobtrusive as 
long as it doesn't forsake those 
blue- collar roots for sappy 
sentiment or flower-child 
whining. 
When Smoke N' fails, they fail 
miserably. Songs like 
"Barnstormin"' and "Think of a 
Time" crash and burn because 
they betray the band's strongest 
suit, which is beer swillin' 
rockabilly rave-ups. 
In "Barnstormin,*" Tenore 
chants "We will leave without a 
care,"in relation to some escape 
from contemporary society, all 
the while failing to make it seem 
the least bit convincing. 
"Think of a Time" features 
Harris lamenting, "Oh, that 
feeling, love in the air. Oh, that 
feeling, love can't be there," 
while the background horns make 
the track sound more like a 
Muzak version of John Lennon's 
"Imagine." 
The band succeeds when they 
sticks to their roots. SmokeN" is 
musically right at home on 
"Who's That Knockin'," keeping 
the torch burning for the old- 
school rhythm and blues as 
Tenore's vocal delivery comes 
across with passion and verve. 
The slow, stinky blues groove 
with tight, down-tempo rhythms, 
low, grinding guitar and 
mournful harmonica hold the 
package together. 
"Dead Head Cafe" and "Don't 
Play With That Thing" lack the 
authenticity of blues greats like 
Muddy Waters and Big Joe 
Turner, but they still bring that 
sound home to the audience. 
Smoke N' carries on the tradition 
of the blues without blatantly 
imitating their predecessors; they 
make their own mold. 
Smoke N' is legit because of 
their inability to be pretentious. 
They cover familial musical 
ground, but with their own 
unique angle. 
The pop music landscape is 
peppered with die remains of acts 
like Smoke N', but these bands 
will always have their place. 
The American bar band has 
become an institution, and there 
will always be an audience for 
rockabilly blues played with 
integrity and passion. 
theatre majors and haven't taken 
the directing class. 
Donohoe, who is directing 
"Alexandra" another original 
play, said "It's not high serious 
drama. It's one-acts. It's fun." 
Freshman Alexander Berry 
agrees. "There's not as much 
pressure as in a large show," he 
said. "It's so much more laid 
back." 
Rodgers also enjoyed 
working on the plays. "It's a lot 
of fun," he said. 
ROGER WOLLENBERG 
Arts 
continued 1mm page 22 
their education," according to Nicholas. 
"I don't think there is enough artistic 
awareness on the part of the average 
student." He said he hopes the festival will 
encourage students to participate in the 
arts on campus. 
Nicholas hopes the festival will create a 
greater awareness by offering art exhibits, 
concerts and theatre productions in a 
We have a 
magnificent pool of 
talent right here." 
Leslie Nicholas 
Festival of the Arts committee chair 
central location on campus. The PC 
Ballroom acts as the headquarters that will 
host many of the week's festivities. 
After attending these festivities, 
Nicholas hopes students will be more 
likely to come to future events held in the 
area referred to as the art district 
This side of the campus includes 
Theatre II, the Music Building, Zirkle 
House and Duke Hall. 
"If we can encourage that by having the 
district come to that side of the campus, 
meaning having the artistic things come to 
the Phillips Center, then we will have 
accomplished something," he said. 
$£#*% P&jff... 
art 
• JMU Student Art Sale, 9 a.m.-4 p.m. March 11-12, and 8 a.m.-5 
p.m March 14, P.C. Ballroom. 
• Student Stained Glass Exhibit, April 1-30, Crestar Bank. 
• School of Arts Awards Exhibition, April 11-16, Zircle House. 
• Paintings by John Bassler and Sculpture by An Wine, April 18- 
28, Zirkle House. 
theatre 
• "Death Trap," 8 p.m. April 22,23,29,30 and 3 p.m. April 24, 
May 1, Muhlenberg Lutheran Church. 
• Cillia, 8 p.m. April 12, P.C. Ballroom. 
music 
• JMU Faculty Woodwind Quintet. 10 a.m. April 11, P.C Ballroom. 
• Percussion Ensemble, 8 p.m. April 11, Music Building 108. 
• "Hartmann" Nonett, woodwind chamber music, 4:30 p.m. April 12, P.C. 
Ballroom. 
• JMU Wind Symphony Concert, 8 p.m. April 13, Wilson Auditorium. 
•"Two Bands-Two Bucks," Jazz Band and Jazz Ensemble, 8 p.m. April 14, 
P.C. Ballroom. 
Madison Singers, 8 p.m. April 14, Emmanual Episcopal Church. 
• "Lilly Hammer; Grace Under Pressure" and "Drudges Dream," 3:30 p.m. 
April 11, P.C. Ballroom. 
mi.se 
Comedian Jeff Charlebois, 9 p.m. April 23, P.C. Ballroom. 
Freshman Diane Ferguson 
acts in "Militant Vegetarians." 
Have you 
ever worked 
in Alaska or 
on a cruise 
ship?... Or 
have you 
ever wanted 
to? If so, 
we'd like to 
hear about it. 
Contact 
Stephanie or 
Karen at 
X3846 
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Sports 
BLOWOUT! 
Dukes destroy Coppin State 24-0; game called after five innings 
by Kevin Finch 
stqffwriter 
After five homeruns, 22 hits and five 
innings of play, the JMU men's baseball 
team disposed of the Coppin State Eagles 
24-0 Sunday afternoon at Long 
Ficld/Mauck Stadium. 
The Dukes outscored the Eagles 51-1 in 
the three-game series that improved the 
team's record to 22-11. The win also 
extended JMU's winning streak to a 
season-high nine games. The Eagles fell to 
7-21. 
Senior designated hitter Chris Williams 
set the tone early by hitting Coppin State 
junior pitcher Jamal Davis' first pitch of 
the game over the fence for his third 
homerun of the season. 
The Dukes added six runs in the second 
inning on four hits to build a 7-0 lead. 
Sophomore center fielder Joe Higman led 
off the inning with his team-leading ninth 
homerun of the season. 
The third inning proved to be more of 
the same. 
Sophomore third baseman Jay 
Johnson's fifth homerun of the season 
highlighted a seven-run barrage and gave 
JMU a 14-0 lead. 
The Dukes also saw back-to-back 
homeruns in the fourth inning from 
sophomore third baseman Brad Edsell and 
sophomore catcher Bart Close. 
The team's five homeruns in the game 
bed a JMU record. 
"Today, I thought we had great 
concentration at the plate and Coppin 
State just ran out of pitchers," head coach 
Kevin Anderson said. "But I don't want to 
take anything away from our hitters. They 
continue to concentrate and work at the 
plate- 
While JMU's offense was pouring it on, 
sophomore pitcher Brian McNichol was 
mowing down Eagles' hitters. 
McNichol struck out nine, including six 
in a row at one point. He allowed just 
three hits and improved his record to 6-0 
on the season. 
Sophomore left fielder Bobby Rubin, 
who was 4-4 with three runs batted in and 
four runs scored, said one key to the 
team's recent success is good all-around 
play. 
"Before we were really separated in our 
play," Rubin said. "It seemed like the 
pitchers would do well and the hitters 
wouldn't, or the hitters would do well and 
the pitchers wouldn't. Now it seems like 
everything is clicking together, and we're 
playing with a lot more confidence." 
Anderson said it is important the team 
continues to play consistently. 
"We're playing well right now," he 
said. "We're starting to get all three 
phases of the game: pitching, hitting and 
defense. When we can combine all three 
we're a pretty good club. What we have to 
do is just be consistent in those phases." 
The team must now prepare for a series 
of games on the road, including a three- 
game series next weekend against 
Colonial Athletic Association opponent 
Richmond. 
The Dukes do not return to Long 
Field/Mauck Stadium until April 21. 
"[The road trip] will definitely be a big 
test for us," Williams said. "Since this is 
the ninth game in a row that we've won, 
everybody's looking to knock you off. 
Here on out, I don't see a team on the 
schedule that we're going to beat by just 
showing up." 
Anderson said that it is important that 
the team not look too far ahead in the 
season. 
"What we try to do is get better every 
day," he said. "When you start looking 
way down the road, I think that then you 
start to forget about what you're doing 
right now. We're just taking it one game at 
a time." 
JMU's next game is today at Maryland. 
The team plays Virginia Military Institute 
on Tuesday at 7:30 at John Moxie Stadium 
in Staunton. 
SERIES NOTES 
• The most hits ever recorded in a JMU 
baseball game was 25 against George 
Washington University on April 27,1976. 
JMU won that game 30-4. 
• The Dukes beat Coppin State on 
Saturday 12-1 and 15-0 in an afternoon 
doubleheader. Higman had six hits and 
four RBIs for the day, while junior 
shortstop Donny Burks had a three-run, 
inside-the-park homerun in the first game. 
ROGER WOUENBERG 
Sophomore pitcher Brian McNichol raised his record to 6-0 with the win over 
Coppin State Sunday, striking out nine players. 
ROGER WOLLENBERG 
The Dukes celebrate senior designated hitter Chris Williams' third homerun of the season, which came in the first inning. 
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by Amy Keller 
staff writer 
Now that the lacrosse season is 
underway, junior attacker Danyle 
Heffeman has high hopes of a successful 
season, a season much like the one she had 
as part of the field hockey team in the fall. 
Described by lacrosse head coach Dee 
McDonough as "a very talented player 
with a good work ethic," Heffernan said 
she took up field hockey and lacrosse 
because of her desire to compete. 
"I enjoy athletics and wanted to be on a 
team," Heffernan said. "I am a very 
competitive person. I can't even play a 
game of cards without being competitive 
and wanting to win. That had a lot to do 
with why I first started to play sports." 
As the team's high scorer, Heffernan 
has taken on more of a leadership role this 
season. "Danyle is a very positive person," 
McDonough said. "She works hard and is 
a good leader on the field. 
"She is someone the younger players 
can look up to because she sets a good 
example,'* McDonough said. "She is a role 
model for her teammates in that she cares 
about the team. She has turned into a team 
player and that has helped her 
participation in the game." 
With tryouts for the U.S. Lacrosse 
Team coming up in June, McDonough is 
confident that Heffernan is capable of 
making the team. 
"She's talented and she has a lot of 
potential for the future," McDonough said. 
"We expect her to try out for the U.S. 
team this summer and give it her best shot 
But that is what she expects from herself." 
When the lacrosse season ends for her 
teammates, Heffernan will begin training 
,- for the U.S. tryouts. Tryouts are in June, 
but I will start training in May," she said. 
"I tried out last year and made it to the 
final cuts, so it's a goal of mine to make 
the team this year." 
Leading the team in scoring is not the 
only positive attribute Heffernan brings to 
the team. Despite her competitive nature, 
her coach says she has learned how to 
work well with others. 
McDonough attributes Heffernan's 
success this season to her ability to serve 
as a team player. 
"Her game concepts have improved 
over the years," McDonough said. "But 
the main thing is that she's found a way to 
fit in with the group and be successful that 
way." 
Heffernan also realizes that her game 
has benefited from team play. 
"Through field hockey this year I 
learned the importance of a team," she 
said. "We got really far and we did it as a 
team. We helped each other out through 
everything. I love both teams. Everyone is 
close and that is very important if you 
want to be successful." 
Heffernan's competitive spirit led her to 
begin playing lacrosse for the first time in 
the seventh grade and field hockey as a 
freshman in high school. 
When it came time to decide on a 
college, she chose JMU so she could 
participate in both sports at the collegiate 
level. 
"I knew I would have the opportunity to 
play both sports at JMU and that was what 
I wanted," she said. "They are two totally 
different programs, and I've learned so 
much from each. The positives and the 
negatives that I learn from one, I can bring 
into the other sport." 
Heffeman doesn't see her involvement 
with the two sports ending after 
graduation. 
As a kinesiology major with a 
concentration in physical education, 
Heffernan hopes to someday coach at the 
collegiate level. 
"I enjoy playing both sports at this 
level," she said. "I don't know yet which I 
want to coach. I could never just sit in the 
stands and watch, I have to be on the 
field." 
MIKEHEFTNER 
Danyle Heffeman (left) is a top player for the field hockey and lacrosse teams. 
Dukes down Maryland-BC 
Heffernan's four goals lead scorers in 8-4 win 
by Chris Tiernan 
staff writer 
MELISSA CAMPBELL 
Sophomore Jen Gicking tries to evade a Retriever defender In Saturday* game. 
The llth-ranked JMU women's 
lacrosse team took an early lead-against 
the University of Maryland-Baltimore 
County, handing the Retrievers an 8-4 
defeat Saturday at Bridgeforth Stadium. 
Junior Danyle Heffeman paved the road 
to victory with a four-goal effort as the 
Dukes improved their season record to 5- 
6. The Retrievers fell to 6-3. 
"We didn't play to our potential today, 
but we hustled all game," Heffeman said. 
"We played as a team and that made the 
difference." 
Senior Laurie Ann Dick ignited a first- 
half scoring barrage, finding the 
Retrievers' net five minutes into the game. 
After the teams traded goals, Dick 
struck again after receiving a perfect 
behind-the-goal pass from senior Laurie 
Whelan, giving the Dukes a 3-1 lead. 
Whelan found the opposer's net only 19 
seconds later, making it 4-1. 
The Dukes kept pressure on the UMBC 
defense with timely passing and 
aggressive ball handling. Heffeman then 
found a seam in the defense, scoring her 
first goal of the day to give JMU a 
comfortable 5-1 advantage. 
UMBC gave the Dukes a wake-up call, 
scoring two goals in 10 seconds, cutting 
the JMU lead to 5-3. The Dukes gained 
momentum back as Heffeman recorded 
her second score before the half to give 
JMU a 6-3 lead. 
The tone of the game shifted in the 
second half as both defenses tightened, 
eliminating the mistakes rendered in the 
first half. 
UMBC could not contain Heffeman, 
however, as she scored on a turnaround 
shot in the eighth minute of the second 
half, boosting the lead to 7-3. 
After allowing a UMBC goal, the 
Dukes capped the day's scoring as 
Heffeman scored her fourth goal off a 
pass from freshman Kristen O'Connor. 
The Dukes will visit fifth-ranked 
Virginia on Wednesday en route to the 
CAA Championships at Loyola, Md. next 
weekend. 
"We need to play better than today, but 
if we play hard, I think we can beat UVa," 
Heffeman said. 
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By Popular Demand 
FRIENDS OF CARRIER LIBRARY 
Are Pleased to Welcome Back 
John Farrell, Master Storyteller 
in a Day of Entertainment and Instruction 
SATURDAY, APRIL 16th 
JMU'S SONNER HALL 
Free Parking in Lot P 
COME JOIN THE FUN! 
Morning, Afternoon or Both 
Free and Open to the Public 
"A World of Stories and Songs: 
Stories and Songs for the Family" 
A Morning of Entertainment for 
Children of All Ages, Their Parents, 
and Adult Friends 
10-11:00 AM 
"Songs and Storytelling in the 
Classroom, Library, and Home" 
A Workshop for Teachers, Librarians, 
Parents, Grandparents, and Other 
Adults 
2:30-4:30 PM 
Tapes and CD's will be available 
Mini-Golf - Sign up in Waneo 300 by noon, 4/12. 
JMU Night at Skatetowo USA   4/21   Free admission with JAC 
Happy Hour Fitness Class- Fridays, 5 pm in Hillside Fitness Center 
4/15 "Partner Step Aerobics" 
4/22 "Back to Boot Camp" 
4/29 "Dukette Routine" 
Outdoor Step Aerobics Class- 4/22, Warren Field, 12:15-1:15 pm 
Sport Clubs 
For more 
information 
call 
568-6669 
Home Events 
Women's Softball, Softball Field (near Convo), 4/16 & 17,9am - 6pm 
Men's Soccer, Warren Field, 4/16, 2pm - dark 
Women's Soccer, Warren Field, 4/17, noon - 3pm 
Women's Soccer, Warren Field, 4/23, 3pm - dark 
Cancer Prevention 
4/11,7 pm, Godwin 205 
Yoga Classes, Godwin 205 
Tuesdays, 5:30 pm; Wednesdays, noon; Saturday (4/16 only), 1 pm 
Test Taking - Learn successful test taking tips! 
4/14,7 pm, Godwin 205 
Massage - Demonstration of effective massage techniques 
4/20,7 pm, Godwin 205 
Country Line Dance Lessons 
4/21,6 pm, Godwin Gym (No boots! Tennis shoes only) 
sfl raraKron Recreational  Activities 
All activities are open to 
Informal Recreation 
rVoUeybaJlonWar ren Field, 4/22, 1 lam - 2 pm 
^^^       Godwin Hall Hours 
▼            (Subject to Change) 
Mon-Thur     3 -11 pm 
Fri                3 - 9 pm 
Sat                 Noon - 6 pm 
Sun               1 - 9 pm 
Savage Pool 
Mon-Thurs   7-9:30 pm 
Fri                   7 - 8:30 pm 
Sat - Sun 2-4 pm 
Jn 1992, one 
^rson 
10-1 
«8^PS>«« 
#0O342AIDS 
&XM562-HELP 
Ever Jed 
like shooting 
something? 
Ask for Mike or Lorrin 
atlfetezeptioto 
depttoseenow 
568*127 
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Football player 
pleads guilty 
to possession 
of marijuana 
Sophomore Julius Williams, a 
starting defensive end for the JMU 
football team, pleaded guilty to one 
count of marijuana possession 
Thursday in Harrisonburg General 
District Court. 
Williams had a $100 fine 
suspended, lost the use of his driver's 
license for six months and was placed 
on one-year's probation as a first-time 
offender. The count will be dismissed 
if he is not charged with anything else 
during his probation period. 
Williams was arrested by JMU 
police on Nov. 23\ 1993 in Hanson 
Hall. He has been on indefinite 
suspension from the football team 
since his arrest. 
JMU head football coach Rip 
Scherer said he has not yet made a 
decision about Williams' future on the 
learn. 
"I'm looking into the situation," 
Scherer said Saturday. "I'll make some 
decisions after I talk to Julius and his 
lawyer. It's obviously a situation we 
haven't taken lighUy." 
Williams had 41 tackles and one 
fumble recovery in 11 games for JMU 
in the 1993 season. 
Williams had no comment 
— Alison Boyce 
SPORTSHIGHLIGHTS % 
MEN'S GYMNASTICS 
NCAA East Region 
Championships 
April 9, West Point, N.Y. 
JMU individual results: 
Floor exercise 
T12.Todd Mercer, 9.65 
Pommel Horse 
27. Mike Onuska, 8.93 
WOMEN'S GOLF 
Penn State Invitational 
University Pi 
April 9-: 
irk, Pa. 
LO 
Results after two rounds 
Team Standings; 
1. Penn State 630 
2. Northern Illiniois 644 
3. Princeton 649 
Troy State 649 
Tulane 649 
6. James Madison 654 
7. William and Mary 660 
8. Rutgers 702 
9. Boston College 719 
10. St. Francis 874 
8. Heather Breeden 81-78-159 
21T. Danielle Zahaba 80-84-169 
28T. Kristin Dollcnbcrg 85-84-164 
28T. Christy Power 82-87-169 
44.  Jessica Adams 94-85-179 
47.  Heather Belts 87-99-186 
PURNELL LEAVING ODU: GUver 
Purnell, the head men's basketball 
coach at Old Dominion University for 
the last three seasons, is leaving the 
Monarchs for a head coaching position 
at Dayton, according to a report in the 
April 9 Washington Post. 
Purnell, a former Maryland assistant 
coach under Lefty Driesell, led ODU to 
a first-place tie with JMU in the 
Colonial Athletic Association this 
season and a trip to postseason 
tournaments each year. He was 57-33 
at ODU. 
He agreed to a six-year deal at 
Dayton. 
In other CAA basketball coaching 
notes, William & Mary hired alumnus 
Charlie Woollum as the men's coach 
on Wednesday, replacing Chuck 
Swenson, according to the April 17 
USA Today. Woollum has been the 
coach at Bucknell for 19 seasons. 
SCHULTZ NAMED AS 
CONSULTANT: Former NCAA 
Executive Director Dick Schultz has 
been hired by the Metro Conference to 
assist in expansion and adding football 
as a conference sport, according to the 
April 7 Washington Post. 
Former members of the Southwest 
Conference or other Division I-A 
independent football teams may join 
the Metro Conference to add quality to 
the program, according to Metro 
Commissioner Ralph McFillen. 
FLORIDA BIBLE COLLEGE 
INVESTIGATED: Southeastern 
College of the Assemblies of God is 
being questioned by the NCAA about 
granting athletes credit by 
correspondence, according to the April 
5 Washington Post. 
The tiny college in Lakeland, Fla., 
came under investigation after a probe 
of Baylor University's basketball 
program. Four Baylor transfer players 
were benched last season due. to 
questions concerning their 
correspondence credits from the 
Lakeland school. 
The Southwest Conference is 
attempting to find out if the athletes 
completed courses themselves and 
paid for tuition and course materials. 
COACH      ON     PROBATION: 
Oklahoma City coach Win Case has 
been placed on one-year probation by 
the school's athletic director for 
allegedly trying to scalp his Final Four 
tickets in Charlotte, N.C., according to 
the April 5 Washington Post. 
Win led his team to the NAIA 
national championship this season. He 
allegedly tried to sell three tickets to an 
undercover police officer for $7,000. 
Oklahoma City Athletic Director 
Joseph Sahmaunt declined Case's offer 
to resign. 
MEN'S GOLF 
Colonial Athletic Conference 
Wilson Country Club 
Wilson. N.C. 
April 9-10 
Final results after three rounds 
Teams: 
1. East Carolina 
2. Richmond 
3. UNC-Wilmington 
4. Old Dominion 
5. William and Mary 
6. George Mason 
James Madison 
8. American 
rMIl Individuals: 
3T. Scott Graber 
16. Pleasant Hughes 
21. Denny Kamencik 
32T. Doug McCarthy 
35. Todd Jenkins 
901 
909 
928 
929 
931 
940 
940 
1,007 
78-71-77-226 
79-77-78-234 
79-81-77-237 
86-81-76-243 
86-81-84-251 
19.ChadGinder,JMU 
Earned Run Average 
12. Andrew Gordon, JMU 
14. Scott Forster, JMU 
Home Runs 
4T. Joe Higman, JMU 
Triples 
3T. Donny Burks 
Doubles 
5. Chris Williams 
Strike outs 
1. Scott Forster, JMU 
Batting 
2. James Madison 
Pitching 
4. James Madison 
.342 
3.60 
3.88 
8 
4 
10 
62 
.332 
3.88 
MISCELLANEOUS 
Colonial Athletic Association 
Baseball Statistics 
Colonial Athletic Association 
Lacrosse Statistics 
as of April 5,1994 
Scoring Leaders fi A U& 
6T.DanyleHeffeman,JMU 19 7 26 
12. Laura Whelan, JMU        13 5 18 
14. Shelley Klaes, JMU 8 9 17 
24. Jen Gicking, JMU 4 7 11 
w  *r.   «-.K...   w,   MV Goals/Game 
.389 
Goalkeepers 
3. MegCortezi.JMU 
GA G/G  S SS> 
5.KevinNehring,JMU 61    8.69 64 .512 
10. Jason TroUo, JMU 364 Save Percentage 
11. Chris Williams, JMU .362 Goalkeepers flAGiCS SSL 
17. Joe Higman, JMU .347 6. MegCortezi.JMU 61   8.69 64 .512 
THINKING ABOUT WHERE TO LIVE? 
5 Large 
FREE 
Pizzas!* 
SPACES AVAILABLE FOR FOURS Am SINGLES 
♦Sign a lease 
with THE 
COMMONS 
between April 1st 
and April 17th 
and receive gift 
certificates for 5 
large 1 topping 
pizzas from 
PAPA JOHN'S! 
Each fully furnished 
4 bedroom apartment 
comes with: 
' Free Cable television 
(a $650 savings - includes 
HBO/HTS/MTV/ESPN/ete.) 
' Double bed in each bedroom 
• Full size washer and dryer 
' S Telephone hookups - one in the 
kitchen and one in each bedroom 
' 5 Cable hookups - one in the 
living room and one 
in each bedroom 
• Built in microwave oven 
' Patio or balcony 
Free Water and Sewer 1
 Free trash pick-up 
' Pull time maintenance 
OfflttHMN 
M<». J*L-»-> JO 
SB.ASm.n-O0 x^ 
432-0600 f  869-B PORT REPUBLIC RD. 
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Humor 
CALVIN & HOBBES/BillWatterson 
ICOKMtXJ! HOW COULD HW 
ONE GET SO WRT*. W SCHOOL? 
^ 
I SOT TH\S 
WKT< JUST 
TWING10NN.V: 
N THE FRONT 
OCOB.'   Of 
CATAPULT BUTT 
MS L1IM6 w 
NMT FORME. 
NEIL, IT DOESHT 
MATTER. WO 
BtntiiGCTIN 
TUE1UBNOW 
M4MM. 
BUT ITS TtC 
MIDDLE OF 
THE. AFTER- 
NOON.' 
T£S. BUT I HAVE TO <5ET IN 
Tl£ SMOWER BEFORE ItWR DM) 
GETS HOME. SO 
JrONTNlO*y*«W.THE 
9NUS? IS 
THtBE 32ME 
EPIDEMIC 
GCXH& 
MDJND? -ft  OJNU'
I TOU> **i THIS MORNI**; 
WE'RE GOING OUT TONV&ttT. 
RBHUM ML BE HERE AT 640 
AAAAUUUWUO U&&QGGGGHHHH HHHHHHH/ 
HUMNS.ME 
GONG TO 00, 
HOBBES? 
ROSAL1HWLL 
BE HEREIN 
JUST A FEW K 
HOURS! 
DO tW THINK 
SHEU REMEMBER 
HOW 10U LOCKED 
HER OUTSIDE 
LAST TIME? 
THE FAR SIDE By GARY LARSON 
"Dave! Ain't that your horse that kid 
Is messin' with?" 
"Well, we could go back to my place, but you 
have to understand — I'm serious when I say 
It's just a hole in the wall." 
OUTER BOUNDS/CJ. Grebb 
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vlf^JOHN 
One Topping 
PIZZA 
$6.98+tax 
DEUVER1D 
Additional Toppings Only 93 0 
4 33-PA PA 
$4.99+tax 
Large Cheese 
Pizza 
Carry out! 
Iffll    r m' II    1 "     ' 8 """*"'"»"l*'">93'""' 
$6.98+tax 
Large One 
Topping Pizza 
Delivered 
$11.98+taxTwo 
Large One 
Topping on each 
Pizza Delivered 
nij n cum. 
Sign a year's lease and starting 
June 1st you'll get 1/2 OFF June, 
July, and August! 
Don't wait until 
the last minute 
to fill your 
housing needs. 
They're going 
Just mention this ad 
and bring your JMU ID! 
Also 9 & 12 Month Leases Available* 
•1, 2, (f 3 Bedrooms 
•Townhouses or Gardens 
•Pool & Tennis Court 
•Wall-to-wall Carpet 
•Small Pets Welcome* 
•Full Size Washer & Dryer 
•Fully Equipped Kitchen 
•City Bus Service to JMU 
•Furnished Apartments 
•24-Hour Maintenance 
•On - Site Management 
434-2220 
Clubhouse, Devon Lane. 
East on Port Republic 
Road from JMU Campus. 
Mon. -Fri. 10-6 
Sat.  10-5 
Sun. 1 - 5 
•Some restrictions apply 
CONGRATULATIONS! 
i i ': 
The following people have been 
hired for the 1994-95 Breeze 
advertising staff. 
Good luck in the coming year! 
ADVERTISING MANAGER 
Jonathan Rhudy 
AD DESIGNERS 
Mark Baggett 
Amy Redmond 
Eric Teasdale 
Jay Thomas 
Todd Wollaston 
ACCOUNT EXECUTIVES 
Karen Hillis 
Chad Smith 
Suzanne Smith 
Jason Sterling 
Mike Zeberlein 
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Classifieds 
FOR RENT 
CAH^M BtaftlAB — *> Ml «j^eaes*afca>a>jBeaeaa*. ***e*v***ewawa»   *4****a»j*T*xnF* ^   Sew/a   a**va*f*vB*^BW4Baa»a»ejs» 
FuHv furnished. Dorothy or Jim, 432- ■»n< ,  eky, 434-2077. 
unlverelty Place -J.MIR unit*. 
Furnished or urtfgmWwd. MM 6 ww 
included. Dorothy or Jim. 4324641; 
Cuinimi—Ml ftoety. 434-2077. 
1 BR set. - Available August 1 on 
OuWinaf Court. Quiet, nice, 4 beaks. No 
smoking/parlws. on* year IMM. 434- 
2100 
3 M duplai - Almaat naar. Haa 
everything, W/D. DW. MW. Energy 
allicianl. furniture negotiable. No 
parties/emoktng. quiet neighborhood. 
large yard, naw shed. August 1. 3480 
liaaaldapoiit. 434-2100 
remain - Townhouse, 3 blocka horn 
JUU. Furniahad. W/D, MW. 3 BRa. 
S180*no. 434-1040 
Aahby Croaalng Apia. - individual 
laaaa*. gas haat 4 hot aratar. 
unparalleled on-aita management, 
unbeatable aervoe. 24-tvow emergency 
memtenanc* aervioe, bua pick-up ovary 
15 rrsnuto*. voftsy * baahaaial oourta. 
apring biook party. Cal Aahby Croaalng 
today at 432-1001. 
Th# Commons 
Apartnwnts 
Ranting 4 BR/2 bath apta. 
Looking forstngteaa group* 
ior*ntfor,84-'»5. 
CaH Tho Commons at 
432-oaOO. 
lummar eubteaee - The Cammona. 
CaH Mami at 433-5826. 
Commons aublat - Available May 
August, vary clean. MW. OrW. WO. tuly 
lumiehed. rent negotiable Cal 433*341. 
ask tor Kim. 
Roo mmets wanted — Bar*, ral lor rant at 
old renovated larmhouee aoroaa Irom 
horte atablaa naar Maaaanutlan. 
3200/mo. include, utilities. 584-4735. 
Foreet Hills townheuaa available - 
From June 1-May 31. 5 BRa, 2 1/2 
baths. Cal Jean Rice. 433-8570 attar 
6pm. 
176/BR Uoiversily Place. ( 
i aaa. Phoenix Enierpri** . 432-3970. 
One Ml - 4 BR, University Place. Al 
fvrnlehine*. W/O. DW. A/C Individual 
leases. Phoerm Enaamrtaai. 432 3870. 
i-4170/BR. 
 FoTTHEFiT  
LARGE DUPLEX 
2 BLOCKS/CAMPUS 
4 BR, 2 bath, W/0, DW 
Fusty carps* so, heart pomp A A/C 
Avaalabie Auguat 1, $210/parson 
CaN 433-1109. 
rcamaua far rant -6166**. 
2B0-512A 
For ram -1 BM la 2 BR apt. in Hunter's 
Ridge. Near furniture, quart. *2757mo. 
plus utwbee. Hale or female. Cal Eric. 
432-146B. 
Apt tar I—I - CaBsai BeattoB, 10 mo. 
lease. 9225/mo. FuRy furnished. CaH 
4344411. 
I   mCE^i" COLOR 
w/ apev/tnwnt HMM 
•Urrrttao-Mm* 
-U.PIace   3A4BR 
-aaadao on Square   3 BR 
- Madteon Oardens   3 BR 
- Duka Gardens   3 BR 
- Country Ctub Court 
4BRTo 
»-2 1/leteca»m»mjajU. 9200- 
S22S pars share utsasse. Eat-in kitchen. 
Whole house available at present. 
Deposit required. No smoking ] ak 
drugs. 434-4588 or 434 3035  12 mo. 
BEST PRICE 
BEST SERVICE 
Tha Prudential Funkhoui 
lews    lainiiiilii   II mail inc. i iU|i*Hiy a«ryim. 
434-5150 
at ■«■-•>■)•.   aaakaseBBaai MB, ffeleata, •jsasas>>aaa>        * *- *        ' #H**OBB7t    ITsfJ   lOf   aMflatlBaV   — 2   seW   CeVTpaJfj) 
i^^t^nUbS^HTZJi u)~       oondoe.f»»r4isaoui«Me.Cal433-1450. 
or Psee John's-8150 
Brandon. 4332215. 
Irom school. On* large, one very large. 
$160/*ach.  Please call  432-6880. 
Available May 1 or see at 501 8. High. 
<r»gotiable>. Ca* 
unlvereky Caurt - 3 BR, W/O, poet. 2 
1/2 bathe. 3625. 433-2126 
Summer oabtoaoo - Oato mil. Call 
Brad. 5864478 or leave message. 
Upeteke a. heuea en rag* at. . H» 3 
BRsTaJsBhea, bath. 3150/person plus 
"   reel parking convenient to 
aaa 4 dopoeit. 433-1873 
kept apt. Fumrehed. All 
appHanoaa ♦ TV ♦ VCR. 3 BR, 2 
bathe. Available August 2. Or 
MADISON MANOR 
Townhouaee. 4 BR, 2 1/2 bath*. 
Furnished. Appliances 
Available May 2. Call 434-3790. 
Ofde Mill Village sat. fsr summer - 
Reduced ral*. Cat 664-1639. 
Wanted — One parson to fm extra room 
in Hunter's Ridge for next year. II 
interested cell Dave at x4182. 
Summer sublet - Available May - 
August in Otde MM. Nice apt., double 
bedel Sisormo.. negotiable. Cal Chriaty 
at433-6026. 
Far ram — 2 Btt eeuokserlee trooor srith 
deck on horse farm. 10 meee out Port 
Road. Available Sept. - May. C325/mo. 
includes utattss. 2344761 
Sublet tewnheue* - Jura - August 5 
rooms available. Call Shannon. 432- 
Subtot 3 M - Csmmsns. May and/or 
May/aummer sublet - 1 block from 
oampuel Al Centre! 6 Mason. 2 BR apt.. 
S1S0/BR. CaH 432-6606 6 leave a 
L  
4344617. 
ear for any or an eummer mo*. 
I - HunWt Ridge osndo. Price 
very nocsjtiebie. Pleas* oontact Oinger at 
Furniahad 9 A 4 M links - 6106 to 
6225 with privet* bs*h. Lease* June 1 - 
August 1. Limited number, short term 
leases  Roommate placement  433-8822 
Toe roommate a - t4--Ss. Gnat house, 
good people, August I 
Attentlen - Bufetet Ofde MW. May - 
Auguat. real ohespl Cal Jorisdian. 433- 
Ceitog* Station svslsbte - 6100 first 
month or 6100 rebate to student with 
lease now. (You donl have to tea your 
foks) Up to 3 rooms n 4 BR tcwnhome. 
9200/mo. Al utilities including cable « 
Sihone are only 635. Completely 
umiehed. WO. Cal Ena at 433-5570 or 
call collect (604)467-6617. Available 
August lor sooner. 
OWe MM euMiass - May or 
Cal Colon. Chris, 433-742}. 
Acreee Irom hospital - Can rent as one 
unit wan 8 BR, 2 kitchens 6 2 1/2 baths. 
or oan lease as tan 4 BR apta. 433-5110 
FOR SALE 
Stare* - 6666, brand naw. Coat 1750 
EC. Ce* Baker. XS838. 
Sony 10" color TV - 875/obo. Batavus 
moped. 2 sealer, fold-in baskets. Both 
goad condition. 8300/obo Cal Lori, 433- 
3104. 
For sate-1666 B6IWs36L 63600. Cal 
4324046. 
HELP WANTED 
Cruksa ehtoe near hiring - Earn up to 
62,000*/mo. working cruiae a hip* or 
land-tour companies. World travel 
(Hawaii. Meiico. the Carbbean. etc.). 
Summer 6 full-time employment 
avwleble. No experience naosasary. For 
more info, call (206)634-0466. ext. 
C5325. {Bnmn not* Tnev* mn 
-li Invotvd with rout 
Hotmmd.) 
CnthuaisalH. eii*asaia, good driving 
record, able to Ml 75 bs - To work at 
Canoe Outfitters, lull-time 6 part lime 
(703)7434189. 
AsBBjafMaWn Urvcttx Of AdfTMiionBV 
AdatliiliwiCeunaalar 
James Madteon Onrveralry 
ThSpBTfMn In ttait posMtkon wM rvmkm 
V IrtliiiiiArsprsiaraa^Unwersry 
Bat WSnoUB OCVBSQB) (aWV, hsOn BCflOOl 
vwitm. 4 on-CBBmpoo, BW^TH . hWt>>« BMBVO 
BVBB oooronsjets) VTBJ) productjaon of 
adrn»aloi»Vr*x»ulrraMdpubxee»ona. 
ResponwkMss also wB inotuee 
r6jWBB**Jving *%ppBaOBBt<o>iBi lor unonQnavM* 
adrrvswon 1 aasietmg other stall 
ITBBVIIJBMB VMfn VaVKKM pTOO/aVTaft & 
pnjjorts. Somo BTBWBI IWVQ^JBTBM. 
CarvJidaaas lor the position must be 
team-oriented. sell motivalad 4 able to 
eOeotivery organiie tana 6 tasks. 
Candidates should demonetr ale strong 
oral 4 written oommuncaton akaa. An 
undergraduate degree a rsqursd. 
maater'a degree prefetrsd. 
Thw is a part -time. 12 -month, salarwd 
position without benefit*. Title 
uumiaaauiasi aBh 86BBBB0I6I 
OOailS<feO^OUOO. 
A lener of appkcabon. current resume. 4 
the namss, addrsmt 4 phone numbers 
of throe references should be sent by 
Friday, April 20,1064 to: 
As sietant Director of Adrrsasions/ 
Admasaiona Couneebr Search 
Oltioe of Admissions 
Jamea Madeon University 
Harrisonburg. VA 22807 
JMU ia an equal opportunty. affirmaave 
SUMMER JOBS 
Work In Charlotleevilie or 
Northam Virginia. Eam $3,500- 
$7,000 wMh Student Servlcea 
Moving Company or Student 
Sarvicea Houaepalntsr'S Inc. 
CaM (800)7664631 
for an application 
Lifeguards - Looking lor area 
superveors to join our team. Candidates 
must have pool operators. LOT. 6 a 
minimum of 2 years management 
aapsrisnos. Also hiring pool managers 6 
lifeguard* for the aummer. Positions 
available in Northern Virginia 6 
throughout Maryland. Call (703)866- 
0101. 
Inter national employment - Make up to 
62.000-S4.000«/mo. teaching basic 
conversational English abroad. Japan, 
Taiwan 6 S. Korea. Many employers 
provide room 6 board » other benefits. 
No teaching background or Asian 
languages required. For more into call 
(206)632-1146. xJ5326. (Bnaeze note 
Th0fw are mfundmbi* comtt with your 
Holfmmdl 
Moving ta the Outer Bank* of North 
Careens (Nags Head) the aummer? For 
*
umm
*
r
 arnptoymant info please call Pat 
or Lea at (800)633-5233. 
Office of Student Activities 
Graduate Asetstantahlp 
Mermetien * Publication* Sarvicea 
Create 4 aaaset the trmwmetfc 
eaterMOjsVf wPlH I rain I no, m cw vo I opmoKit 
pnjtttm fof Tho suooof Acthntioo 
aifermauen B Puollcatlone team. 
•sres ss public rekstlone Heksen to 
the JeaU community. 
•CitriBnasa atusiMr aliin el the 
(not HBBe^WBsfO   SB   0*a*ITVIVjafO 
nsi-ired) 
\^4raJi>n>wtBswvr *w ■rnonTWUBjtn 
auaportto 
A 
Prams is A rets-a 
■dksederehip 
I principal 
Oanoreua stipend A tuition waiver! 
Osssrtuninoo 4 funds available lor 
travail 
For mere Me contact Tammy Mohr, 
Office of Student ActMUee, 6664341. 
8106AV. paaaiate a* asjl pr r ■ 
For ado. cal (202)3104666. 
BsbyeMtsr tor 3 year eld - Every other 
week. Non-smoker, prefer early 
childhood major or degree. S100rwssk. 
Cal 432-1300 daytime or 828«)05 after 
8pm  
Earn 8966 ar more weakly stuffing 
envelopes at home - Send long SASE 
to: Country Living Shoppers, Dent. M18. 
P.O. Box 1770. Oenham Spring*. LA 
70727. 
Pert-time off Ice help- Faing. oorrputer. 
phone exparineoe desired. 64.50/hr. 
Abo, pan-time janitorial work, 84.50/hr. 
Cal 433-1616, leave name6 number. 
Attentlen students! Earn extra caah 
stuffing envelopes at home. Al materials 
provided. Sand SASE to Homemaikng 
Program. 1226 Weetloop 9174, 
Manhattan, KS 66602. Start immediatelyl 
Csncssslone le hiring - for Fall 
asms stir. Looking for ful-time student* 
who are hard-working, reliable 6 work 
well with others. Beginning pay ia 
95.17/hr. Abo hiring Hewkers Tor horn* 
tootbal games. Psy ia 89.17/hr. plus a 
uumiassijn. If interested cell >6363 or 
submit application in office, located 
bslowGsaJton OlGiialthialir. 
Earn 91666 aasakty with your personal 
computer. Begin now. Free detaas. Ruch 
SASE to: 1790-10 E. Market St.. Box 
113. Harriaonburg. VA 22601. 
Summer employment - International 
moving company in Alexandria, VA 
needs pecker*, movers. No experience 
necessary, will train. Start at 96.25/hr. 
Call IMS. Inc. (Intl. Moving Service ). 
(703) 7514400 to schedule interview. 
Pottery AepreMice/Assietant - Blacks 
Run Assksr. a high-fire stoneware pottery 
in Harrisonburg. VA, ia considering 
appkeantt. Some experience required 6 
having your own wheel 6 tools ia a plus 
Cal (703)433- FOLK. 
6W-163 Secretary-Honor Council - 
Provides secretarial support in the Honor 
Council office 20 hrs./week during the 
academic year. Demonstrated ability to 
work independently, lo deal with 
confidential into 6 to interact effectively 
with a variety of people. Good 
keyboarding skills required; familiarity 
with Works 6 WordPerfect deairsd. 
Salary: 96.75/hr.; no state benefits. 
Submit state applies! ions by April 18. 
1604 to: Employee filiations 6 Training, 
Jams* Madteon University. Heiriaonburg, 
VA 22607. EOE/AA 
SERVICES 
AACruwa* Travel Employment Guide 
- Earn big 9 * travel the world Irssl 
(Caribbean, Europe, Hawaii, Aaial) Hurryl 
Buay spring/summer aaasons 
approaching. Free travel club 
rrwmbershipl Cal (910)020-4308. x2102. 
(fiVeez* note: There ar* coals swerved 
aaa sour asajBBBO *> «1a> mi) 
Typlat   -   Accurate,   reaaenable 
computer/typewnter, rush jobs. 4344847. 
or pager. 5664774. 
ratting In WVa. - Weekend 
Mfood,i petfcage includes 
4 treeb. 
6661 Cal 
f l fo , camping, rafting 
heveragea. Regular 8106. apsoial 
M Brett. 433-0406 ASAP. 
NOTICE 
For more Information and 
aaalstance regarding the 
Investigation ot Bnandng 
bueineee opportunltiee A work 
at home opport unHtoa, oontact 
tho Batter BUBBIBBB Bureeu 
Inc., at (703) 342-3453. 
WANTED 
I a Blaea ta live far fall. Call 
Chriaana. 434-1686. 
Mah echool Spanish I tutor needed - 
For home bound student til June. WiK 
Kiy going rate  Come lo our home in 
smaonburg or oan meet on campus 
4334110 
PERSONALS 
The Cemmona Apartmenta - Looking 
for singiea 4 groups. Cal 4324600. 
Adoption - Loving childless couple. 
unable to have chadren. longing to adopt 
infant Cal Party 4 Bob collect. (703)004- 
0782. 
Adoption - Loving stmaaphaie. happy 
home. We want to adopt a child to 
complete our family. Let ua help you 
during this important time. Cal Jay 4 
Judi. (604)3684060, collect. 
May - Summer eubart. Fully fumiehed. 3 
BR apt. 2 blocks from campus. Price 
negotiable. Call 434-1601. leave a 
Mstreee pantos! Farmatol Need ntualc, 
cal National DJ Connection. 4334360 
Net your ordinaly eummer Intemehip- 
Ost paid. 65640 a summer. Earn college 
credit. Al majora. Cal 432-6166. 
CPU ITocortitlcoeJeii - One night course, 
815. Heartbeat. Inc. 432-1770 
 Natural High.  
Open meeting, Tuesday, April 12 
S pm. Taylor 402 
Promoting April aenvitjes, planning 
for next year i Don't bo loft out! 
Whitewater rafting, Apnl 16 
Hacky sak Marathon. April 15 416 
Lock in at Hatoato. Apr! 22 
Ajidkiona forth* Ms ail snlana - JMUs 
touring sntsrtainment enaemble. 
Saturday, April 16 at 1 pm in the Music 
Building room B-71. Call Profasaor 
Sandra Cryder. x6303 lor details or lor 
conflict data information. 
Grand   openingf   Europe   Vldeol 
Sunday-Thursday. 12-0pm; Friday 4 
Saturday, 10am-10pm. 564-2775. 434 
North Mason Street. 3 videos tor 95 for 
24 are., 3 for 96 lor 48 hrs. Frss 
reservstion. Super Nintendo 6 VCRs 
Student Dance Showcaae - Godwin 
Rm 355, 8 pm. Friday 4 Saturday. April 
15818.93. 
UK* - Wa love men that can leal all 
day! Thank* for Saturday I Love. TJX. 
David Parker - When I saw you, you 
were really run down. Under the crunch. 
Hang in there! You're in the home stretch 
now 4 I know you oan do Ml From en old 
friend. 
Jr-LlpUkJgTTeTRVoiJTs 
Coma try out for the JMU Dance 
Team on April 17 at 10 am in the 
Convocation Carrier! Please 
bring or wear comfortable 
clothing A be raady to dance for 
moot of the day! Any questions, 
plsaos caa 433-7377. 
Cengrata ta AXa far winning 
Panhallenic's most' outstanding 
achoisrship awardl 
EAE - Msrriagi ease e tot of fun. Who 
says adutery is a sin? Love, FIX. 
Packkonupl! 
nxa* Friday arse awesome, wa had a 
bksstl Lev*. 2TA. 
Congrata te Melsms Anderson lor 
bema the most outstanding Greek 
. You derMety deserve II Love. Axa 
KX, EOF, IX A ALA - Saturday was a 
great end to Greek Weak. ZTA 
 "AiVSWo*,"  
Help us make a dream com* 
true. Loving childless couple 
seeking to adopt Infant. 
Promlee* to always love A 
n urtu re. Let'a help esc h ot her. 
Call Lisa A Bob collact, 
(703)404-2067. 
AKA - Thank* fsr celebrating Greek 
Sing with us I Love, AXO. 
Splkefeat '64 - Prlxee, fun 6 toedl 
April IBM A 17th. Sponsored by ZTA A 
Hunter's Ridgs. Csll Jsn. xS272 to 
Diane fachmend - Congrstulettona 6 
thanks for al your hard work, dorktaliun 
4 pestoncel Also, thanks to all tha AZTs 
who put their time 4 effort into Greek 
Singl Love. ATT. 
A belated thank* goes ts Amy Werner 
6 Amy Sieberkrob for al tha hard work 
they cut into Greek Sing 6 Greek Week. 
We had a bksstl Love always, AXtt 
Congratulations ts theee AITs who 
were selected lor Order of Omegal Love. 
ACT. 
v 
The Breeze classified ads reach more than 
1,000 students and faculty at JMU* Call 
6127 to see how they can work for you* 
___ 
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MffGfc ONE TOPPING! 
V 
FREE GARLIC BUTTER 
JUST ASK! 
•Deep-Dish Pan Extra 
No Coupon 
Necessary! 
433-2300 
JMU Campus / S. Main St 
FREE GARLIC BUTTER.' 
433-3111 
Port Rd / Market St 
LARGE 
ONE LARGE 
ONE TOPPING PIZZA 5 99 
I Order Your Favorite 12" Super Sub, Chips & a Coke 
For Just $5.w! 
